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features
greener pastures 
Eco-friendly and kid-friendly, this bright and 

cheery kitchen is full of surprises.

elemental design 
This earthy, edgy oceanfront kitchen is as 

spectacular as its panoramic view. 

coastal chic 
Shimmering surfaces give a casual waterfront 

kitchen an upscale feel. 

european welcome 
Character-building details nod to the Old World in 

a kitchen built for a crowd.

creative spirit 
A high-contrast kitchen takes its cues from 

Scandinavian modern design.

easy elegance 
Glazed cabinetry feels right at home in a 

traditional-style kitchen. 

drama lesson 
Classic white with a twist—this glamorous kitchen 

shows how it’s done. 

practical beauty 
Two islands and a host of amenities put cooks and 

guests at ease in a spacious new kitchen.

wrap artist 
Seamless indoor-outdoor connections make this 

modern kitchen the ultimate hangout.

grand tour 
Inspired by a French chateau, a majestic master 

bath doubles down on luxury.

natural artistry 
Organic materials echo this bath’s beautiful 

mountain setting.

intimate interface 
A pair of tech professionals create the ultimate 

place to unwind.

detailed approach 
A mix of patterns enlivens a monochromatic, 

marble-clad bath.

modern interpretation 
Vintage accents pair with clean-lined fixtures in a 

stylish bath retreat.
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bhg.com 
Go online to discover simple ways to enhance your bath’s 

beauty and character.

color confidence
Yellow is the color of sunshine and happiness. Add a 

little—or a lot—to brighten up your space.

what’s beautiful
Pack your bags as we head to Morocco, Asia, and France 

for design inspiration.

worth the splurge
A freestanding tub is a bath’s crown jewel. Pick one that 

celebrates your personal style.

style defined 
The perfect mix of country charm and urban cool, 

modern farmhouse style is a perennial favorite.

design swaps 
Throw the rule book out the window! These fresh ideas 

are just as good as—or better than—the tried and true.

resources 
Check out a list of the products, materials, and 

professionals featured in this issue’s pages. 

finishing touches 
Soft brass fi xtures and accessories dress up a powder 

room with sophisticated French style.

p. 32
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It was blissful! So I couldn’t help but smile when 

the photographs of Jeff  and Diana Brown’s 

gorgeous kitchen in Newport Beach, California 

(page 40), landed in my inbox. Although not 

exactly a mirror of my modest family home, this 

earthy contemporary space captures the magic of

indoor-outdoor living, where the landscape and 

view play an integral role in a room’s design. 

Similarly, in Atlanta, Laura Koch and Bert Sanders 

prioritized indoor-outdoor connections in the 

renovation of their kitchen (page 86). Sleek and 

sophisticated, the new space features glass doors 

that completely retract to provide unhindered 

access to the outdoor entertaining area. 

 Knowing what’s most important to you is a key fi rst step in planning your new 

kitchen or bath. Perhaps, like the Browns and the Koch-Sanders, you relish strong 

indoor-outdoor connections. Or, perhaps, like Linda and Brad Brock (page 54), you 

favor reclaimed materials and furniturelike details that echo the past. Whatever your 

priorities, be sure to discuss them with your builder or designer upfront. You might have 

to make compromises along the way, but knowing what you can’t live without will make 

the decision-making process a whole lot easier. 

 If you’re still mulling over styles, or wondering what the latest trends are, we’ve 

got you covered. In Worth the Splurge (page 20) we shop for luxurious freestanding 

tubs . And in Style Defi ned (page 22) we showcase our favorite examples of modern 

farmhouse style, which has garnered an enormous following—and for good reason. 

This style merges the clean lines of contemporary design with the warmth, character, 

and nostalgia of a traditional farmhouse. In this busy, tech-driven world, fi nding a 

way—and a place—to reconnect with our rural roots makes perfect sense. So bring 

on the reclaimed wood and chicken wire! And feel free to leave the door wide open 

on your way out.  

Samantha Hart
    Editor, Beautiful Kitchen & Baths TM

FROM THE EDITOR

II grew up in a very sunny climate where the 
division between indoors and out all but 
disappeared for nine months of the year.

      Samantha Hart
      Editor, Beautiful Kitchen & Baths 

We need your help! Join our Magazine Advisers Community to see sneak peeks of upcoming 
cover ideas—and help us decide what to publish. Visit magazine-advisers.com to sign up.
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Take a detailed approach to 
your bath design with these 
online tips.

BHG.COM

chic accents
The smallest details—think: 

fabric, tile, lighting—often pack 

the biggest punch. We share our 

favorite examples. BHG.com/

BathDetails

color 
lessons
Bathrooms are a great place to 

experiment with color. From subtle 

hues to high-contrast schemes, 

these stylish palettes are sure to 

inspire. BHG.com/BKBColors

Blissful 
Bathrooms

Ultimate 
Planning Guide

Ready to create your dream bath? 
Download our free guide 

for expert advice on working with 
professionals, planning a 

layout, selecting products, 
and much more.
BHG.com/BKBGuide

take a seat
A luxurious shower isn’t complete 

without a spot to sit. Visit 

BHG.com/ShowerSeats to 

discover 15 functional and 

fashionable ideas.
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COLOR CONFIDENCE
by megan boettcher

Sunny Days
From sweet daff odil to deep 
marigold, a yellow kitchen is as 
pretty as a fresh-cut bouquet.

Furniture-style goldenrod 

cabinetry stretches to 

the ceiling to create a 

bright ambience. Warm 

wood tones on the 

island and fl oor ground 

the space. A black 

soapstone countertop 

breaks up the generous 

swaths of yellow. 



200/0100/0 60%50/0

LIGHTEN the room with an egg 

white color on the upper cabinets. 

Snow white trim around the windows 

emphasizes the natural light and 

creates separation between the wall 

cabinets. 

LAYER yellows together for a bold 

signature look. Streamlined cabinets 

in sunfl ower establish a modern 

foundation. Pack a one-two punch 

with a backsplash tile in a strong 

pattern with deep yellow tones. 

Finalize the contemporary feel with a 

series of small fi ery-yellow pendants. 

ANCHOR a robust color palette 

with dark tones on the horizontal 

surfaces. A medium-stain hardwood 

is a classic choice. Honed greenish-

black granite countertops add interest 

without introducing another vibrant 

color to the mix.  

Starring Role CREATE ENERGY WITH A LARGE DOSE OF YELLOW. 

50/0
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A buttery GLAZE ON CABINETRY FRESHENS A FARMHOUSE FEEL. Sunshine 
yellow PAINT DRESSES UP A CUSTOM DOUBLE VANITY. MATCHING WINDOW TRIM TO 

CABINETRY IN blooming daisy BRIGHTENS THE DAY. AUTUMNAL SHADES AND A 

sunset yellow RANGE ADD OLD-WORLD ALLURE.



100/0  100/0  500/0 100/0

SATURATE the room in a banana 

cream yellow for a look that is 

sophisticated and welcoming. Color 

match the cabinetry to the gleaming 

subway tile to create a consistent 

foundation. Repeat the light lemony 

tone on the upholstered island stools. 

ACCESSORIZE with metallic 

details. Orbital chandeliers have a  

hand-wrought look that adds interest 

to the color scheme. Nailhead designs 

on the stools and a dark mosaic 

accent tile on the crown molding 

punctuate the palette.  

CONTRAST with a singular 

element. Here, the islands are 

bookended with black carved 

cabinetry details. Elsewhere, keep 

the materials light. White marble 

countertops and a harvest beige 

floor recede into the design while 

maintaining luxurious airs. 

Supporting Role SOFTEN YELLOW TO ADD ELEGANCE. 

200/0
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Yellow rose WALLS CREATE A SOOTHING AMBIENCE. Citron ACCENTS GRAB 

ATTENTION AND ESTABLISH A MODERN VIBE. School-bus yellow STOOLS 

SURPRISE AND DELIGHT. BREAKFAST ENJOYED ON A honeysuckle SETTEE IS TWICE 

AS SWEET. 



1. Midcentury shapes 

meet Asian detailing in 

a chic cabinet accented 

with chinoiserie-inspired 

fretwork. Zhin II Sideboard 

($4,240). Currey & Co.; 

curreycodealers.com

2. Created in collaboration 

with an artisan studio in 

China, these vibrant hand-

painted tiles marry the 

decorative fl air of wallpaper 

with the practicality of 

porcelain. Chinoiserie in 

Absinthe Green, Serenity 

Blue, and Winterberry Red 

(starting at $295 per square 

foot). clé; cletile.com

3. Add a touch of gilt up 

high with this sophisticated 

take on a traditional pagoda 

lantern. Mykonos 4-Light 

Lantern in Gold by Visual 

Comfort ($1,075). Horchow; 

horchow.com

4. With its painterly 

brushstrokes, this color-

washed paper turns your 

blank wall into a work of 

art. Bamboo in Cobalt ($240 

per roll). Designers Guild; 

designersguild.com

1

5

by jennifer kopf

Global Influence

WHAT’S BEAUTIFUL

From wallpaper to hardware, these 

stylish products take you around the 

world without ever leaving home. 

4

2
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Traditional black lacquer 
and decorative chinoiserie 
take a modern turn. 

Asian

5. A sleek black fi nish takes 

to the bath with striking 

results. Mid-Town Single 

Handle Lavatory Faucet in 

Satin Black ($465). Danze; 

danze.com

6. Exotic swirls deliver the 

pottery. Caravan Collection 

Persia on Conical Bell Vessel 

Bathroom Sink ($1,385). 

Kohler; us.kohler.com

7. Stainless goes from 

industrial to elegant 

thanks to a new dark fi nish. 

Graphite Collection, 36” 

Monogram; monogram.com

8. Painted bamboo brings 

a punch of happy color to 

any bath. Bungalow Mirror 

($695). Serena & Lily; 

serenaandlily.com

9. Channel the rooms of 

Brighton Pavilion with 

intricate rattan. Indochine 

Dining Table in Dark Roast 

Rub-Thru finish ($2,256). 

Red Egg; redegg.com

8

6
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3

1. Add old-world charm with 

an exquisitely crafted bridge 

faucet. THG 1900 in Brass 

($1,173). THG; thgusa.com

2. Feminine curves and a 

hand-painted fi nish combine 

for a perfectly pretty seat. 

Charlottesville Stool (starting 

at $1,575). Bunny Williams 

Home; bunnywilliamshome.com

3. Rustic yet refi ned, these 

hand-scraped wood planks 

provide vintage styling 

underfoot. American Scrape 

Hardwood Collection, Walnut 

in Walnut Garden ($8-$10 

per square foot, uninstalled). 

Armstrong Flooring; 

armstrongfl ooring.com

4. Abundant bouquets of 

roses turn your room into a 

stroll through Luxembourg 

Gardens. Ballad Bouquet 

Fabric in Robin's Egg ($35 per 

yard). Jo-Ann; joann.com

French
WHAT’S BEAUTIFUL

2

4

1
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6

5. Hand-painted gold detailing 

gives this petite vanity the 

look of a treasured antique. 

Louis Sink Base ($3,750). 

J. Tribble Collection

6. Flank your mirror with regal 

sophistication. Iron Diamond 

Sconce ($1,996). Tara Shaw;

tarashawmaison.com

7. No French kitchen is 

complete without its signature 

enameled range. Albertine in 

Provence Blue by La Cornue 

($7,500). Williams-Sonoma;

williams-sonoma.com

8. Wrap your kitchen with the 

look of soft linen. Bloomfi eld 

Recessed Panel Cabinet Door 

in Classic Opaque Vintage 

Lace on Maple (starting at 

$350 per door). Wood-Mode; 

wood-mode.com

9. This side chair gives Louis 

XV a seat at the table. #12100 

Cane Chair in Beech ($1,195). 

Grange; grange.fr/en-US

Romance abounds with 
elegant curves, soft colors, 

and well-worn patinas. 

7

9

8

6

 jtribble.com
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Moroccan
WHAT’S BEAUTIFUL

1

1. This sculptural faucet 

evokes designs of Moorish 

architecture. Marrakesh 

design on Bol single-hole 

bathroom sink faucet ($1,250). 

Kohler; www.us.kohler.com 

2. Inspired by ancient tiles, 

this hand-knotted rug off ers 

exotic luxury. Mamounia by 

Martyn Lawrence Bullard 

(starting at $236 per square 

foot). The Rug Company; 

therugcompany.com

3. Conjure a Moroccan palace 

with a royal mirror in a 

jewel-tone blue. Sapphire 

Mirror, Bunny Williams for 

Mirror Image Home Collection 

($1,348). Bunny Williams Home; 

bunnywilliamshome.com 

4. Handcrafted in Morocco, 

these cement tiles artfully 

deliver the country’s iconic 

patterns. Eastern Promise by 

Martyn Lawrence Bullard in 

Palazzo (fi eld tiles starting at 

$26.96 per square foot). Ann 

Sacks; annsacks.com

5. Hand-hammered copper 

brings a look rich with 

patina. #CU302010-HLA 

($1,250). Nantucket Sinks; 

NantucketSinksUSA.com

2



Hand-hammered metals 
and rich jewel tones bring 
rooms an exotic mystique. 

6. Dress up cabinets with 

intricate hand-cast knobs. 

Moroccan Jewel Knob in 

Antique Pewter, Brite Brass, 

and Brite Nickel (from 

$24 per knob).  

nottinghill-usa.com

7. Deep emerald green and 

gold make a dazzling duo. 

Varrius in Gold Leaf Metal 

(starting at $6,300). 

Goods; madegoods.com

8. This gourd-shape pendant 

delivers a look straight from 

the bazaar. #44251 Genova 

Pendant ($900).  

arteriorshome.com

9. Top your range with a 

handsome statement hood. 

Chateau Hood in Antique 

(starting at $6,500). 

Native Trails,

nativetrails.net

9

8

6

7

      Notting Hill;

Made 

Arteriors;

7
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From clean-lined to curvy, nothing says ‘luxury’ 
quite like a statement-making freestanding tub. 
Soak away stress in one of our favorite finds.

Soaking Tubs

WORTH THE SPLURGE

1

               Freestanding tubs, particularly those 
 made of cast iron, can be very heavy 
                        and might require fl oor reinforcement.



1. Hand-forged copper with 

a silvery finish epitomizes 

old-world elegance. Aurora 

60 Hand-Hammered Copper 

Bathtub in Brushed Nickel 

($14,990). Native Trails; 

nativetrails.net. 

2. Monarch imperial feet and 

a soft blue hue complete this 

tub’s stately look. 72” Lena Cast 

Iron Clawfoot Tub in Slate Blue 

($2,200). Signature Hardware; 

signaturehardware.com. 

3. A double-ended slipper 

tub feels right at home in 

a traditional-style bath. 

Marlborough Tub ($3,850). 

Victoria + Albert; vandabaths.com. 

4. Warm air bubbles deliver a 

gentle massage within this tub’s 

sleek frame. Fiore Freestanding 

Bathtub with Pure Air in Black/

White ($3,645). Jacuzzi; 

jacuzzi.com. 

5. Manufactured in Italy, this 

resin tub with stainless-steel 

feet is a modern masterpiece. 

Tubes ($11,995). Hastings Tile & 

Bath; hastingstilebath.com. 

2

3



by debra steilen



Combine rustic textures with modern amenities 
to create a farm-fresh kitchen that’s perfect for 
contemporary entertaining.

Modern Farmhouse

BHG.com/KitchenBath 23
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ARCHITECTURAL DELIGHT

Pages 22–23: Stainless-steel cabinetry and appliances, a 

marble-wrapped island, and sculpted wood barstools may 

say “contemporary,” but this kitchen’s whitewashed beams 

and trusses and its barnwood fl ooring beg to diff er. That 

alchemy of contrasting materials and finishes is what gives 

this large, open space its modern farmhouse personality. 

Hand-blown glass pendants add a sun-assisted sparkle 

above the island. 

WARM AND WELCOMING

Left: This fresh-faced kitchen boasts custom vintage-look 

cabinets painted a soft gray, teamed with sleek Calacatta 

marble counters and a backsplash crafted from white 

handmade tiles. The fl oor is white-painted 5-inch oak 

planks distressed for timeworn texture. A nickel-plated 

farm sink dominates the cleanup zone with its 33-inch-wide 

basin and a commercial-style faucet that arches over 

the top. Vintage-look open shelving keeps supplies within 

easy reach. 

COTTAGE INFLUENCE

Opposite top: Hefty marble countertops and stainless-

steel appliances provide a sleek contrast to this kitchen’s 

rustic barnwood ceiling and weathered gray poplar island. 

Seafoam-green subway tiles and open shelves stocked 

with chicken-wire baskets and white pottery add cottage-

style touches. The island is paired with stools that combine 

industrial bases and reclaimed-wood seats.

VINTAGE HOSPITALITY

Opposite bottom:  Although part of a 19th-century 

farmhouse, this kitchen is geared for modern living. A 

showpiece commercial-style range and massive hood 

highlight the cooking zone. Steps away, a white apron-

front sink, high-arc faucet, and marble-top island simplify 

food prep. Perimeter cabinetry wears historical gray-

blue paint juxtaposed with clean-edge Absolute Black 

granite countertops. Wide-plank pine fl ooring—salvaged 

from an old barn and remilled—grounds the room and 

complements the island’s warm wood base.  

MARRY PAST AND PRESENT IN A KITCHEN by mixing sleek design elements 

with gracefully aged textures and repurposed industrial fi nds. The resulting space 

tantalizes your eye with its mix of age-old character and contemporary verve—and 

intrigues your sense of touch with its amalgam of polished, honed, and weathered 

surfaces. Add large windows to welcome the sun. Install a showpiece range, 

architectural hood, and commercial-style faucet to keep the chef happy. Layer in 

light fi xtures with industrial roots, a mix of metal fi nishes, and whimsical, cottage 

style fi nds to ensure your modern farmhouse kitchen envelops visitors in warmth.

STYLE DEFINED

get the look
As elegant as it is practical, this semi-

pro faucet fuses minimalist design 
with old-fashioned functionality. The 
high-arc design, 140-degree swivel 

arm, and pullout spray make this 
faucet a cook’s best friend. Choose 
between polished chrome (shown) 

and brushed stainless-steel 
finishes. K7 sink mixer ($949). 

Grohe; grohe.com/us
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More Online

Bring the alluring character 
of modern farmhouse style to 
the rest of your home with 
our foolproof decorating tips. 
BHG.com/ModFarm

get the look
Give your farm-fresh kitchen a 

contemporary blast of color—and 
power—with a BlueStar RNB-series high-
performance range. Customize any model 

with diff erent burner confi gurations, 
a griddle, a charbroiler, and more 
than 750 colors and finishes. 

48-inch range (starting 
at $8,584). BlueStar; 
bluestarcooking.com



LAYERS OF CHARACTER

Left: Three generations gather regularly in this comfy 

kitchen, designed to look as though it evolved over time. 

Reclaimed fl ooring and ceiling beams mingle with high-

performance appliances and glossy backsplash tiles. 

Inset-panel cabinets sport hand-brushed paint fi nishes that 

enhance their heirloom personalities. A weathered metal 

basket masquerades as a chandelier above a furniture-style 

island sporting a walnut top with farm-table aspirations. 

SALVAGED STYLE

Below left: Modernized charcoal-blue cabinets set off  

gleaming stainless-steel appliances and white walls—

courtesy of vertical subway tiles—in this delightfully 

eclectic kitchen. To off set the room’s cool tones, the 

homeowners added barnwood beams and wide-plank 

fl ooring reclaimed from a century-old farmhouse. A 

massive, welcoming farmhouse table guarantees the 

kitchen functions as the heart of the home. Slatted shades 

on the light fi xtures add rustic style near the ceiling.  

ROUGH + REFINED

Opposite: Salvaged wood beams and walls clad in 

rough-sawn white oak planks add authentic textures to 

this coastal kitchen. Down below, the room’s beechwood 

fl ooring was salvaged from a razed factory, then stained a 

custom color before being protected with tung oil. Contrast 

comes into play with the shimmer of stainless steel chosen 

for an architectural chimney hood, commercial-style 

appliances, and the island top. Perimeter cabinets wear 

black soapstone countertops that help marry the past and 

the present. 

 Elements of Modern
 Farmhouse Style
• Reclaimed-wood ceiling beams

• Wood-plank fl ooring of oak, pine, or fir 

(often painted) 

• Simple stone countertops

• Farm table or an island inspired by one

• Traditional-style cabinetry and open shelves

• Vintage-style light fixtures and hardware 

• Professional-style stainless-steel appliances 

• Apron-front sinks 

• Commercial-style faucets 

• Repurposed industrial finds 

STYLE DEFINED get the look
Add down-home fl air to your upscale 

kitchen with a whimsical pendant light 
crafted from chicken wire. The rounded 

19×12-inch shade can be hardwired 
or plugged in with its vintage-style 
brown fabric cord. Chicken Wire 

Basket Pendant Lamp ($156). 
Barn Light Electric; 
barnlightelectric.com
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Love this style?
Pick up a copy of our 

sister publication —on 
newsstands now!
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DESIGN SWAPS
by katie rynard

Ready to rethink your kitchen? These four 
design updates can take your kitchen 
from standard to standout and create a 
look you’ll love for years to come.

Fresh Twists

simple geometry 

TRIED-AND-TRUE: Ornate 
chandeliers 

FRESH TAKE: Geometric light 
fixtures

Why: 
Cubes, hexagons, and orbs make 
bold statements in both classic and 
contemporary kitchens. “Geometric 
fi xtures bring the wow factor with their 
striking simplicity,” says Alena Capra, 
certifi ed kitchen and bath designer and 
owner of Alena Capra Designs in Fort 
Lauderdale. Crisp, clean-lined fi xtures 
look at home in modern-minded 
kitchens, while curvier shapes, drum 
shades with geometric patterns, and 
warm metal fi nishes like aged brass 
are a good fi t for traditional kitchens. 
Once you pick a chandelier shape, 
Capra recommends adding supporting 
fi xtures, like pendants, in that same 
shape, or limiting yourself to just one 
other shape. Unite diff erent shapes 
with a consistent fi nish.

Above: Capri 7-Light Raw Steel Chandelier ($1,125). 

Crystorama; crystorama.com
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better in blue  

TRIED-AND-TRUE: Classic 
white cabinetry

FRESH TAKE: Deep blue 
cabinetry

Why: 
Indigo, midnight, and navy cabinets 
bring drama—the good kind—and 
timeless beauty that looks at home 
in traditional, transitional, and 
contemporary kitchens and pairs 
beautifully with a variety of hardware 
finishes, from cool stainless steel to 
warm brass. “Dark blue is versatile,” 
Capra says. “It plays well with white and 
gray, but it also lays the groundwork to 
introduce hits of playful, complementary 
colors like pink, green, or yellow.” Capra 
recommends limiting the saturated 
shade to an island or run of cabinetry. 
If you prefer all-blue cabinets, balance 
them with a light-color countertop and 
backsplash.

“Dark blue is versatile.
It plays well with white

and gray.”
Alena Capra
owner, Alena Capra Designs

Left: Knollwood Maple 

door in Midnight 

(contact dealer for 

pricing). Kraftmaid; 

kraftmaid.com



DESIGN SWAPS

marble mimics   
TRIED-AND-TRUE: Marble 
countertops

FRESH TAKE: Easy-care 
lookalikes

Why: 
Today’s no-fuss, high-quality 
alternatives exude the timeless beauty 
of natural stone but withstand the 
stains (we’re looking at you, red wine) 
and scratches that plague marble. 
“People want the look of marble, but 
not the maintenance,” says Denise 
Hauser, certifi ed kitchen designer and 
owner of Denise Hauser Design in Oak 
Park, Illinois. Options include quartz-
surfacing, an engineered material made 
of quartz and resin, and quartzite, 
a natural stone that’s less porous 
than marble and comes in varieties 
that emulate marble’s classic good 
looks. You’ll also fi nd thin, lightweight 
porcelain slabs—which are digitally 
rendered to closely mimic marble—and 
compact composites, like Dekton, which 
blend glass, quartz, and porcelain.

“People want the 
look of marble, but not the 

maintenance.”
Denise Hauser

owner, Denise Hauser Design

Below: Dekton in Aura (contact dealer for pricing). 

Cosentino; dekton.com/usa
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responsive cooking  

TRIED-AND-TRUE: Electric or 
gas cooktop 

FRESH TAKE: Induction 
cooktop

Why: 
Induction cooktops pair the precise 
temperature control of gas cooktops 
with the easy-to-clean surface of electric 
tops—and go a few steps further. 
Powered by electromagnetic currents, 
induction technology slashes energy 
use, boils water rapidly, and heats only 
your cookware and food. That means 
the cool-to-the touch surface prevents 
spills from sticking and is safer for kids. 
“Induction cooktops are something I 
put in a lot of kitchens, because they’re 
amazingly fast and effi  cient,” says 
Matthew Quinn, principal of Design 
Galleria Kitchen and Bath Studio in 
Atlanta. Make sure your cookware is 
induction-compatible with the magnet 
test—if a magnet sticks to the bottom of 
your pot, you’re good to go. 

“Induction cooktops are something I put in a lot of 
kitchens, because they’re amazingly fast and efficient.” 

Matthew Quinn
principal, Design Galleria Kitchen and Bath Studio

Right: 36-inch 

Benchmark Induction 

Cooktop ($2,799). 

Bosch; bosch-home

.com/us/

Smart Upgrades

Give your kitchen a fresh look—and 
improve its function—with these 
quick and easy ideas for your 
windows, fl ooring, pantry, and more. 
BHG.com/KitchenUpgrades



Greener  Pastures
Eco-friendly elements meld effortlessly 
into the design of this upscale, down-
home kitchen.
by margaret zainey roux | photos rett peek | field editor karen reinecke  
stylist donna talley
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This photo: Large 

windows looking out on 

a screen porch and the 

family’s vegetable garden 

are dressed in custom 

upholstered cornices. 

“We love how their cutout 

design frames the curvy 

shape of the hand-blocked 

botanicals print,” interior 

designer Melissa Haynes 

says. Opposite: The glass 

honeycomb-shape wall 

tiles were the starting 

point for the kitchen’s 

garden-fresh palette. 



A
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“Our goal for this kitchen was to create a nontoxic 

environment for the family,” Haynes says. “With so many 

resources out there today, the big question wasn’t ‘Where 

do we look?’ It was ‘How do we choose?’”  

Interior designer Melissa Haynes displayed 

her knack for eco-chic design when she helped 

bring a dated suburban kitchen into the future 

using Earth- and child-friendly materials. Her 

clients, a young family with three children under 

5, sought an elegant space that could survive the 

wear and tear of little ones while supporting their 

commitment to protecting the planet and pursuing 

a healthy lifestyle.

To start, Haynes and contractor Preston Bacon 

gutted the 350-square-foot kitchen, except for the 

original red oak floors, which were retained to 

reduce waste. The floors were stripped and stained 

with a rich walnut, water-base, low-VOC stain. A 

soft white low-VOC paint was applied to the walls, 

millwork, and cabinetry, as well as the custom 

range hood, counter stools, and bench in the 

breakfast nook. Finally, the cabinets were topped 

with quartz-surfacing—a nonporous material that 

resists mold and bacteria. 

Even with the science-driven design decisions, 

artistry and aesthetics never took a backseat. 

Upholstered window cornices featuring fanciful 

cutouts infuse the space with color and whimsy. 

Light-color linen upholstery—of the sort usually 

deemed off-limits to anyone under 18—is vinylized 

for protection and trimmed in blue linen and 

bronze nailheads for panache. Polished-nickel 

faucets and hardware and mercury glass pendants 

AAt one time, eco-friendly design was viewed as a 

smart practice, though not always a stylish one. But 

today a brief search on the Internet yields myriad 

options for natural and nontoxic materials that are 

both sophisticated and sustainable. 







cast a spotlight on the glistening, green honeycomb 

tile backsplash, which adds pleasing texture, depth, 

and color.  

“This kitchen is proof that you don’t have to 

sacrifi ce form for function,” Haynes says. “We 

used the furnishings, fabrics, and fi nishes we loved 

without making a ton of concessions. Sometimes 

that meant tweaking things or doing a little extra 

research into products, but it was worth it to give 

this young family a safe, gorgeous, grown-up-

looking kitchen.”    

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.
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Opposite: A palette of creamy white, apple green, and 

robin’s-egg blue sets a soothing tone in the kitchen of 

a high-energy family of fi ve. Above left: The island 

prep sink is framed with stain- and scratch-resistant 

quartz-surfacing. Above: Glass-front latch-lock cabinets 

display the homeowners’ collection of cookbooks and 

ceramic serving pieces while protecting them from little 

hands. Left: To the right of the refrigerator, Haynes 

incorporated two large refrigerator drawers for the 

overfl ow of fresh produce. 
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“This kitchen is 
proof that you 
don’t have to 
sacrifice form for 
function.”
Melissa Haynes
interior designer

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Kid-Friendly 
Design 
Kid-proofi ng a kitchen goes 

beyond covering electrical 

outlets. Interior designer 

Melissa Haynes off ers tips for 

protecting little hands from 

everyday kitchen hazards—and 

for protecting your kitchen from 

little hands.  

• Change positions. You don’t 

have to give up open shelving. 

Get the look without the worry 

by placing open display shelves 

up high. If you must go low with 

display space, opt for a glass-front 

cabinet with a decorative latch lock 

or interior lock. 

• Lock it up. Crack down on 

clutter and household accidents 

with a lockable appliance garage or 

pantry. It’s the perfect solution for 

storing blenders, mixers, toasters, 

and other small appliances with 

sharp blades or electrical cords. 

• Think low maintenance. 

Uphold the beauty of your 

upholstery with low-maintenance 

vinyl or faux-leather fabrics that are 

easy to wipe clean.

• Conceal wear and tear. 

Distressed fi nishes on tables 

and chairs can hide years of use 

and abuse. Vintage and antique 

pieces also do the trick, as do 

“upcycled” furnishings that are 

also eco-friendly.  

Opposite: The hand-distressed fi nish on 

the base of the made-to-measure breakfast 

table camoufl ages scrapes. Its antique 

styling is juxtaposed with the modern 

scale of the slate blue iron lanterns. Top 

left: A pro-style range was a must-have 

for the homeowners, who are both avid 

cooks. Haynes designed the custom hood to 

embrace the range’s industrial aesthetic but 

softened it with a gentle curve and a painted 

fi nish. Top right: A mercury-tipped bulb 

gives an industrial-style pendant decorative 

appeal. Above: The cleanup zone enjoys 

verdant views. To the left of the sink, a 

dishwasher hides behind custom cabinetry 

panels. Above right: “We chose zinc [for 

the breakfast table] because it’s naturally 

durable and can withstand everyday dining, 

homework, and arts and crafts. The more 

it’s used, the richer its patina becomes,” 

Haynes says. Right: The family opted for a 

third oven in lieu of a microwave.



by chris hayhurst | photos john ellis 
field editor laura hull

Rustic materials get a modern twist in 
this kitchen looking out on the Pacific.

Elemental Design
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The hefty island is the 

centerpiece of this chic 

California kitchen. Its base 

and cabinetry are made 

of Mozambique wood, 

while the thick countertop 

is unstained white oak 

salvaged from an old barn.



Top left: This grouping 

of white-glass pendants 

is one of three such 

clusters over the island. 

The room remains bright 

day and night thanks to 

floor-to-ceiling windows, 

a trio of skylights, and 

carefully spaced recessed 

lighting. Middle left: The 

refrigerator-freezer unit 

(with Mozambique-wood 

panels) is surrounded by 

the same split-face Texas 

shell stone found on the 

home’s exterior. Bottom 

left: The main sink is 

in the island, directly 

opposite the range. The 

black granite countertop 

here stands in stark 

contrast to the 6-inch-thick 

oak beams that cover the 

rest of the island’s surface. 

Opposite: A pass-through 

at the cooking area leads 

to a “back kitchen” on 

the other side. A sliding 

metal panel between the 

two spaces is typically left 

open to take advantage of 

the view.  

As Jeff and Diana Brown made plans for their 

new kitchen, they kept their goals simple. “We 

have a big view of the ocean, so we wanted to take 

advantage of that,” Diana says. “We also wanted to 

use only authentic materials—things that felt real 

and strong and that were meant to last.” 

Jeff says their Newport Beach, California, home 

was designed through and through to bring the 

outside in using a simple palette of materials: 

“Stone, steel, wood, and glass. That’s it.”

The architect-designer the Browns chose for the 

project, Craig Schultz, understood what they were 

getting at. “They both like this sort of textured, 

warm, modern approach where you really let the 

aesthetic of your materials shine through,” Schultz 

says. He describes the kitchen—which took him 

and his team more than three years to complete—

as the “anchor” of an open, loft-style space 

connecting the living and dining areas. At its center 

stands an island topped with thick oak beams and a 

granite-wrapped sink; the cooking area, meanwhile, 

is a study in steel, with black-panel cupboards 

and two floor-to-ceiling pillars boasting a built-in 

fireplace and a rotisserie. The room opens to an 

airy patio through sliding-glass doors that form 

one of its walls.

On the opposite side of the steel partition 

surrounding the kitchen’s industrial French range 

is the back kitchen—a space Diana describes as 

“behind the scenes.” The area includes a sliding 

panel to close it off from the main kitchen, another 

wall of windows, and a pair of deep sinks that 

caterers can use when the Browns are entertaining. 

It also features a computer-table nook that Diana 

calls her cubby. “That little spot gets great morning 

sun,” she says. “It’s probably my favorite place in 

the whole room.”

Jeff, for his part, appreciates how their kitchen 

works as well when they’re alone as it does when 

they have a house full of guests. When it’s just 

the two of them, he says, they’ll sit at the island 

to enjoy their meals and then perhaps catch the 

sunset out on the patio. With company, however, 

that cozy space just seems to expand. “We thought 

this would be the place where everyone would go 

whenever we had a gathering,” he says. “And sure 

enough, that’s exactly how it is, and it’s perfect. All 

we do is open up those doors, and there’s room for 

everyone.”

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.
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It’s a straight shot from 

the cooking area to the 

patio thanks to a wall 

of sliding glass doors. 

Work space corridors are 

extra-wide to facilitate 

movement from one space 

to the other. 
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Diana Brown

homeowner

                 “We have a big view of  
    the ocean, so we wanted to      ,     
                         take advantage of that.”                            .





Opposite: The main kitchen’s mesquite-

wood fl ooring repeats in the “back kitchen”, 

which doubles as a getaway spot for 

homeowner Diana Brown—a quiet place for 

sipping coff ee and leafi ng through the day’s 

mail. Above: A board-formed concrete wall 

provides an anchor for steel shelves holding 

kitchen supplies and divides the main space 

from a pantry area. Above right: A coff ee 

bar and steam and convection ovens ease 

entertaining duties. Right: Island cabinetry 

is made from Mozambique wood and 

includes handmade, removable baskets with 

round leather handles.  

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Natural Instinct
The beauty of natural materials 

shines through in this warm, 

contemporary kitchen. Architect 

Craig Schultz shares his 

strategies for making the most of 

what nature has to off er. 

• Keep it simple. This kitchen’s 

raw steel, dark granite, and solid 

Mozambique-wood cabinetry 

complement one another without 

competing for attention.

• Emphasize texture. Lightly 

sanded mesquite-wood fl oors 

and board-formed concrete walls 

add rich character to balance the 

room’s clean lines.

• Find inspiration outdoors. 

Cooking over an open fi re is 

usually reserved for the outdoors, 

but in this kitchen, a small wood-

burning fi replace awaits by the 

range, allowing the homeowners to 

prepare grilled meats and pizzas 

without stepping outside.
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by stacey freed | photos tria giovan
field editor lynn nesmith

Coastal Chic
Mirrors, metallics,  
and statement lighting 
up the ante in a stylish 
beach house kitchen 
designed for a crowd.



“I wanted a clean, 

fresh, uncluttered look,” 

homeowner Sue Lavin says 

of her new Florida kitchen. 

In the open fl oor plan, the 

18×18-foot kitchen opens 

onto the dining area, then 

the living room and out to 

the porches and swimming 

pool. “It becomes one 

big entertainment area,” 

Sue says. 
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Breezy oceanfront cottages are a staple of Florida’s 

WaterColor resort community. Most are decidedly 

more “beach chic” than “beach shack.” But none is 

quite like Sue and Thomas Lavin’s vacation home. 

“Beach glam,” Sue calls it—sophisticated yet laid-

back. “People come to visit in their flip-flops and 

shorts. It’s a different world, and it’s reflected in 

the house,” architect Chris Stoyles says. 

The Lavins’ custom home is defined by its open 

floor plan, ideal for large-scale entertaining. Taking 

the home from merely spacious to sparkling 

was a collaborative effort involving Sue, interior 

designers Melissa Skowlund and Tammy Massey, 

and lighting and tile designer Suzy Accola. 

Italian tile enhances the range wall and a 

window niche with a gleaming mosaic of silver-

leaf glass and Carrara marble. The tile’s brilliance 

complements the room’s contemporary light 

fixtures, which include hand-blown clear globe 

pendants above the quartzite-topped island and a 

linear crystal chandelier above the nearby dining 

table. Vintage mercury mirrors fronting upper 

cabinets add more shimmer. “We like to think of 

the tile as art and the lighting as jewelry,” Accola 

says. “It makes it easier to decorate when you’ve 

got your art and jewelry out and about.”

To temper the shiny, hard surfaces, the design 

team added espresso-stained white oak floors, 

linen window treatments, and a zinc-topped dining 

table, which infuse the space with rustic elegance. 

“We wanted a warm, inviting feeling,” Accola says. 

There’s also a touch of whimsy thrown in, in 

the form of the island’s thick, bowed legs, and the 

cabinets’ lightly curved, hand-forged X details. “It’s 

graceful yet funky,” Skowlund says. Just what a 

“beach glam” kitchen should be.

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

Above left: A wet bar in the dining area includes a prep 

sink for rinsing and filling glasses. Left: Fitting for the 

WaterColor community’s casual atmosphere, this interior 

opening lets guests poke their heads into the kitchen 

immediately upon entering the front door. Opposite:

The Italian tile backsplash goes all the way to the ceiling 

above the professional-style range to highlight the room’s 

impressive scale.
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DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Lighting Done Right
Good lighting design is all about layering, says designer Suzy 

Accola. Brighten your kitchen with her helpful tips.

• Mix it up. An effective kitchen lighting plan should include 

task lighting, such as undercabinet fixtures for illuminating 

countertops; ambient light, like that produced by dimmable 

overhead cans; and statement lights, such as unique chandeliers or 

pendants. Abundant natural light is always a plus.

• Have fun with design. Cluster pendants at different heights 

over an island, or look for fixtures that feature Edison-type bulbs—

the exposed filament creates ambience and offers a charming 

vintage touch. 

• Don’t overdo it. Colored glass is becoming more popular, 

as are lamps and dramatic chandeliers. “But be careful not to 

have too much going on,” Accola says. “If I use a turquoise light, 

I wouldn’t throw in a lot of color on the backsplash. Or if the 

backsplash is busy, l would keep the light neutral.” 

Above: The custom zinc-topped dining table adds 

warmth and a touch of shimmer. Its rustic base makes a 

great counterpoint to the modern form of the chandelier 

above it. Opposite: The homeowners chose quartzite 

with a leathered finish for the island and perimeter 

countertops. “It’s stronger than granite and looks like 

marble but doesn’t stain like marble,” says Sue, who loves 

to cook and entertains often. The island’s thick, swooping 

legs echo the curves of the backsplash tile.



        Palette Tips

A white kitchen doesn’t 
have to be predictable. 
Learn how to add variety 
to this classic scheme. 
BHG.com/WhiteKitchen
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Inspired by French country 

kitchens, this roomy 

gathering space revolves 

around a large island, 

which was stained to give 

it the look of an antique 

furniture piece.



by margaret zainey roux | photos ryann ford
field editor susan fox

Time-honored materials 
and rich patinas deliver 
an old-world look in a new 
Houston kitchen.  

Welcome



coffered ceilings and classic cabinetry further 

enhance the old-world appeal. 

With these European-inspired materials in place, 

Childress and Parker worked together to tailor the 

space with custom finishes. To start, they stripped 

the richly stained ceiling beams and limewashed 

them for a soft, seasoned aesthetic. They 

“purposefully imperfected” the smooth walls with 

plaster for texture and depth. Through a series 

of paint, glaze, and French wax applications, the 

creamy-hue cabinets were instantly aged, and the 

matching 11-foot island was reinvented to resemble 

a freestanding antique.

In keeping with the patina, Childress chose a 

mix of antique and reproduction furnishings and 

fixtures. In the breakfast room, an 18th-century 

Flemish tapestry hangs above a 19th-century 

French commode; the center of the room belongs 

to a vintage walnut trestle table paired with 

custom chairs. In the kitchen, a vintage-look 

wrought-iron pot rack sets a convivial tone.

“This kitchen is a beautiful balance of new and 

old,” Childress says. “It boasts all the amenities 

and luxuries that new construction affords, yet it 

has a sense of history that is unique to this family.”   

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.
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FFor Linda and Brad Brock, living the good life is all 

about the four Fs—family, friends, food, and fun. 

So when the Texas couple moved from Beaumont 

to Houston to be closer to family, they embarked 

on their house hunt with the goal of finding a 

home as well suited for elegant, formal dinners as 

for pizza parties and cookie bakes with their nine 

grandchildren.  

“The Brocks had built their Beaumont home 

and were very hands-on—incorporating tons of 

personal touches and hand-selected materials from 

Europe,” says the couple’s interior designer, Kara 

Childress. “They always thought they would build 

again, so when they moved to Houston, they were 

pleasantly surprised to find new construction that 

came so close to meeting their wants and needs. 

And because the house was a few months away 

from completion, they were thrilled to have the 

opportunity to put their stamp on it.” 

 The Brocks were drawn to the home’s great 

bones and authentic French flavor—particularly 

in the kitchen. Builder Dan Parker laid a rock-solid 

foundation using layers of limestone, from the 

floor tiles and the running bond backsplash to the 

intricate diamond mosaic panel above the range 

and the elaborate mantel-style hood. Twelve-foot 



Opposite left: Two 

paneled dishwashers fl ank 

the farmhouse sink, which 

is extra wide and deep 

to accommodate large 

pots. Opposite right: 

For the backsplash and 

range hood, builder Dan 

Parker used limestone 

tiles in diff erent shapes 

and confi gurations to 

call attention to the 

variations in color. This 

photo: Embellished 

with a traditional French 

cartouche, the grand scale 

of the custom limestone 

hood creates a dramatic 

focal point and gives the 

relatively new kitchen a 

sense of permanence. 
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DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Building Character
Learn how interior designer Kara Childress infuses old-

world charm into a modern family kitchen.  

• Look back. In time, that is. Choose materials and finishes 

with centuries of history behind them, like bronze, wrought 

iron, and copper for hardware and fixtures.

• Embrace imperfections. For a timeworn look, let wood and 

stone surfaces grow old gracefully with unstained, unpolished, 

or honed finishes. More scratches means more love. 

• Mix—don’t match. Contrasting yet complementary styles 

or colors of materials provide an evolved-over-time feel. For 

example, choose different cabinetry finishes or countertop 

materials for the island and the perimeter. 

• Add instant age. Accessorize with antique or vintage 

accoutrements such as rustic dough bowls, hand-woven 

baskets, faience jars, and grain sack linens.



Opposite, top left: The 

corner detail on the Ghibli 

granite countertop adds 

dimension to the 11-foot 

island. Opposite, top 

right: An iron light fi xture 

retrofi tted with a pot rack 

displays a collection of 

antique copper cookware. 

Opposite bottom: 

Traditional creamy 

cabinetry features intricate 

front panels and clipped-

edge feet. This photo: 

Rustic iron lighting from 

both the 20th and 21st 

centuries illuminates the 

breakfast room. 



This kitchen’s simple 

white framework, high-

gloss cabinetry, and 

wire-brushed ash flooring 

remind homeowners 

Barbara Connelly Bruch 

and Bruce Connelly of their 

years living in Sweden. The 

white barn door opens to 

the master suite.
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by debra steilen | photos laurie black | field editor barbara mundall

echoes its owners’ love for travel and art.

Creative Spirit





G
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Opposite: A wall of stacked-stone panels evokes the 

rugged Oregon landscape. “I love seeing the contrast 

between the slick white and the rough black,” Barbara 

says. Hovering above the smooth induction cooktop, an 

architectural chimney hood stylishly fills the gap between 

white shelves. Above: Designed to take advantage of 

a breathtaking view, the kitchen omits upper cabinets. 

Below counter level, though, is a wealth of storage. Deep 

drawers, cubbies, and pullout shelves keep everyday 

items organized without interrupting the serene scene. 

Graphic designer Barbara Connelly Bruch radiates 

enthusiasm. Ask about a treasure displayed in her 

home, and you’ll likely hear, “I love, love, love it!” 

She’s similarly ebullient about her new kitchen, 

a space that draws inspiration from her life with 

husband Bruce Connelly, a retired Nike executive 

who now mixes business consulting with bicycling. 

Take the kitchen’s sleek cabinets. Barbara and 

Bruce became enamored with European-style 

cabinetry after seeing a kitchen showroom in 

Paris. “They were completely plain but shiny 

white—without handles,” she says. “Exactly what 

I wanted.” Such cabinetry complements the clean, 

simple lines of the Swedish design they grew to 

love while living in Sweden and the Netherlands. 

So when the couple began building a vacation 

home about an hour from Portland, Oregon, 

they decided on a Scandinavia-meets-East Coast 

exterior (they once lived in Maine), wrapped 

around a light-filled Swedish interior. 

Of course, the home’s location on a hill 

overlooking Oregon’s Columbia River Gorge 

influenced the kitchen, too. Oriented to take 

advantage of the view, the kitchen was designed 

with large windows on the sink wall instead of 

upper cabinets. The European-style cabinetry  

was custom built by Vanillawood, a nearby 

design-build firm known for finishing cabinets in 

ultra-durable, high-gloss automobile paint. A huge 

island fulfills Barbara’s desire for a place to make 

pizza and bread, as well as to work on her design 



projects. Above, a contemporary leaded-glass 

chandelier—purchased before the kitchen plan had 

even begun—adds a dose of sparkle. “It’s a modern 

riff on the old-fashioned Murano chandelier we 

have in our other house,” Barbara says. 

White walls, woodwork, and quartz-surfacing 

countertops strengthen the Swedish vibe—along 

with blue-stained ash floors that were wire-

brushed to bring out their layered gray and taupe 

colors. The range wall, in stark contrast, is covered 

in Carbon Black ledger stone—a textural treat 

amid all the clean lines. White floating shelves 

pop against the dark background, creating an art 

gallery that Barbara rearranges when the mood 

strikes. Three Swedish etchings of pears stay on 

display, while other artwork moves in and out. 

“I’m constantly moving stuff around,” Barbara 

says. “I like to put colors together, and I like to put 

pictures together. I’m a curator of ideas.”

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

Top: An aluminum 

chandelier adorned with 

leaded-crystal pendants 

was the first thing 

Barbara bought when the 

couple purchased land 

for their vacation home. 

“The kitchen was built 

around that chandelier,” 

Barbara says. “It’s like 

an art piece.” Above:

Bruce, a wine aficionado, 

appreciates having a wine 

chiller to keep bottles at 

optimal temperatures. 

Above right: The custom 

sink is 42 inches wide to 

allow the cook (Barbara) 

and dish washer (Bruce) to 

work side by side. 
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DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Swedish Style
Homeowner Barbara Connelly Bruch loves the serene, modern interiors 

she and her husband encountered while living in Sweden. Consider these 

ideas when designing your own Scandinavian-inspired room.

• Choose furniture with clean lines. Midcentury designers such as Eero 

Saarinen, Arne Jacobsen, and Charles and Ray Eames created chairs and 

tables that are still relevant today. Arrange furniture so each piece has room  

to breathe. 

• Splash color everywhere. Colorful art and accessories stand out against 

the typical Scandinavian-style backdrop of white or pale walls, woodwork, and 

hardwood floors. “For me, an all-white kitchen is like a white dress; add red 

shoes and have some fun with it,” Barbara says.

• Welcome natural light. Include large windows, but skip the curtains and 

blinds. “There’s not one window treatment in my entire house,” Barbara says. 

Above: Sleek cabinetry 

on the kitchen’s storage 

wall frames a wine chiller, 

microwave, wall oven, 

and integrated 36-inch-

wide refrigerator and 

refrigerator drawers. 

Barbara uses the deep 

window niche as a bar 

area. The long door to the 

left of the oven hides a 

vertical pantry that keeps 

cooking staples easy to 

access. “There’s a place for 

everything,” she says. 





A furniture-style island 

sets a sophisticated 

tone for Kate and Scott 

Burch’s remodeled 

Atlanta kitchen. Though 

the look is pretty, the 

interior is practical—

Scott suggested a trash 

chute that leads to a 

basement receptacle. 

“He had to put his stamp 

somewhere,” Kate says.
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by gary thompson | photos emily j. followill
field editor lisa mowry | stylist elle roper

A couple dress up their open 
kitchen to convey traditional 
warmth and character.

Easy Elegance
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Left: Kate likes how the built-in refrigerator/freezer’s 

drawers put children’s snacks and beverages at a 

convenient height for them. Below: Designer Elizabeth 

Brennan says the new look is updated English country. 

While fl uting and beading on the cabinetry supply the 

“English,” a farmhouse sink and beaded-board backsplash 

provide  the “country.” Opposite: Ceramic tile arranged 

in a simple diamond pattern behind the range contrasts 

nicely with the surrounding beaded board. The custom 

hood was designed to complement the cabinetry.

Brennan, who had worked with the couple 

before, helped them create a new look for their 

kitchen as part of a whole-house overhaul. The 

new layout, part existing space and part addition, 

opens the kitchen to a breakfast area and the 

family room, a setup that works well on an 

everyday basis and makes it easy for the couple to 

host large gatherings. “We entertain people with 

children,” Kate says. “We like having that open, 

family kitchen.”

Though a handsome walnut-topped island 

anchors the kitchen, it was an appliance that really 

drove the shape and style of the space. Brennan 

found a great deal on a built-in refrigerator/freezer 

unit with an integrated wine cooler, and the couple 

agreed with her that its versatile function and 

creamy raised-panel front set the right tone for 

the space. 

A dark glaze on the perimeter cabinetry conveys 

a sense of age and brings out the furniture-style 

details—shapely legs, fi ne fl uting, beading on the 

doors and drawers, and intricate crown molding. 

The island base boasts the same kind of details, 

only in a matte-black fi nish. “I love the island,” 

Kate says. “I love how warm it is. It feels like a 

piece of furniture.” 

Brennan complemented the formal look 

of the cabinetry with black granite perimeter 

countertops, a beaded-board backsplash, and a 

pleasing array of creamy ceramic tile behind the 

range. Dark-stained oak covers the fl oor. Natural 

light from three tall windows keeps the darker 

elements from feeling heavy. “I’ve enjoyed having 

all the light,” Kate says.

She also enjoys amenities that lighten her 

workload. The professional-grade range features 

two ovens and powerful burners. Two sinks save 

steps and let a second cook share meal-making 

duties. Dishwasher drawers reduce stooping and 

make it effi  cient for Kate to do quick, small loads 

when necessary. 
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DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Island Style
As designer Elizabeth Brennan proved in this 

kitchen, an island can be both beautiful and 

practical. Consider these smart additions:

• Open shelving. Balance closed cabinetry 

with open shelves to break up an island’s heft. 

Use the shelves to store frequently used items 

or to display your favorite serving pieces or 

cookbooks.

• Spice cabinets. Include narrow cabinets at 

one or both ends of an island to store spices and 

cooking oils.

• Pullout baskets. Use baskets to keep 

vegetables close at hand and give them access 

to fresh air. Bonus: They will give your kitchen 

instant charm!

• Appliances. Tuck a microwave, warming 

drawer, or dishwasher into an island to 

maximize space—and minimize steps.

Left: A combination of drawers and open storage makes 

the island a true workhorse. Below: Rich walnut wood 

surrounds the island’s handy prep sink and vintage-look 

faucet. Opposite: The kitchen opens to a breakfast area, 

where Brennan covered two chairs in crewel fabric from 

the home’s original vintage draperies.

A doorway in one corner hides another 

amenity—a well-equipped butler’s pantry. 

“Because we have the open kitchen, it makes a 

great prep area,” Kate says. Though the butler’s 

pantry is somewhat concealed, the couple often 

let guests in on the secret, using the space as a bar 

area. “People also gather in there when they have 

parties,” Brennan says. 

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.
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Traditional Shaker-style 

cabinets and timeless 

marble countertops gain 

glamorous verve from 

bold accents. Minimizing 

upper cabinetry near the 

range frees space for a 

statement-making wall 

of glass tile. 
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CConsider the scene as the curtain rises: a slate-blue 

and mauve Texas kitchen with dark, dated cabinets 

and tiny windows topped by poufs of fabric and 

flanked by shutters. “It was like a country-style 

time capsule from 1986,” interior designer Marci 

Barnes remembers. “It was ready for some work.” 

Not only that, “the kitchen was too small for the 

way people live today,” she says. “There was no 

room to hang out or even to sit.” 

Cue the renovation. Act I was a total gut job of 

the original space. “There was absolutely nothing 

left when we were finished,” Barnes says. Act II 

focused on expanding the footprint to make room 

for a generous island and eating area, and 

connecting the new kitchen to a family room 

addition. Act III introduced an easy dialogue 

between the kitchen’s design and the home’s 

timeless, Colonial-style architecture. “This house 

has pretty fabulous bones,” Barnes says. “Our job 

was to blend the kitchen into it without being too 

traditional. My clients wanted a white kitchen, but 

they wanted an interesting white kitchen.“

Now for the intriguing cast. Classic performers, 

such as painted wood cabinetry, glass-front doors, 

and elegant marble countertops, are the stars, 

along with heavily grained white oak floors. But 

then comes some dramatic character development. 

Those floors are stained a deep ebony. The custom 

range hood ducks out of the customary spotlight 

and becomes a supporting player. Frilly blown-

glass light fixtures illuminate the island—rather 

than the vintage, industrial-style pendants you 

Opposite: The custom range hood is deliberately understated to keep 

the focus on the colorful tile. Above left: Chosen for their unexpected 

glamour—more likely to be found in a bedroom, perhaps, than a 

kitchen—handblown-glass light fixtures celebrate the kitchen’s fanciful 

approach to drama. Above: Interior designer Marci Barnes carefully 

planned the placement of windows and upper cabinets to allow enough 

wall surface for the tile backsplash to have a big impact. Three wide 

drawers stow utensils and cookware; a false cabinet door conceals a 

pullout trash receptacle; and small drawers stacked alongside the range 

keep oven mitts and pot holders close at hand. 



might expect. Nearly stealing the show, though, is 

the backsplash, which carries glass tile in blue-

green hues all the way to the ceiling. “This house 

is all about comfortable, livable glamour, and 

so is the kitchen,” Barnes says. “It’s undeniably 

different, but it’s not overwhelming. It fits, but in 

an unexpected way.

“The contrast between the white cabinets and 

the dark backsplash tile, for instance, is really 

dramatic,” Barnes says. “We could have installed 

typical white subway tile, and it would have been 

totally appropriate. But it wouldn’t have been 

nearly as much fun. It’s glass, but it’s not crisp and 

clear, so it manages to feel both historic and new 

at the same time. That was really our goal for the 

entire kitchen.”

Even Barnes’s choice of accent colors, which 

range from pale gray to not-quite-crisp navy blue, 

reflects her fresh take on classic style. “The colors 

are smoky versions of themselves,” she says. “They 

add a lot of impact, but no one’s going to get tired 

of them in 10 years.” 

How have the reviews come in for this 

production? “This is like the beautiful white 

kitchen everyone wants,” Barnes says, “filled with 

things most people would be too afraid to have. 

That’s what makes it such a wow.”

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

Left: A deep, divided sink was a functional choice for the 

homeowners—they stack dirty dishes out of view on one 

side and wash produce on the other. Above left: Barnes 

infused the kitchen with nostalgic gestures such as the 

brackets that seemingly support the range hood and 

upper cabinets. Purely decorative rather than functional, 

they contribute welcome charm. Above: Clad in cabinetry 

panels, the refrigerator blends in seamlessly. 

              “This house is all about 
comfortable, livable glamour, 
                       and so is the kitchen.”

Marci Barnes

interior designer
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This photo: Designed 

to look like a treasured 

heirloom, the custom 

hutch—home to table 

linens and serving pieces—

is actually an ingenious 

combination of upper 

and lower cabinet units. 

X-pattern muntins subtly 

differentiate it from the 

rest of the kitchen cabinets. 



Left: The island’s furniture-style feet confer timeless 

appeal, while slender polished-nickel hardware expresses 

its more contemporary side. Opposite: The informal 

dining area is intentionally more contemporary than the 

kitchen. Here, dining chairs slipcovered in toss-in-the-

wash cotton gather around a waxed, not polished, table. 

The clean-lined light fi xture was chosen as a counterpoint 

to the curvaceous chandeliers over the island.

       “This is like the beautiful white kitchen
everyone wants, filled with things 
               most people would be too afraid to have.”

Marci Barnes
interior designer

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Planning for Longevity
“A kitchen is an enormous investment,” 

interior designer Marci Barnes says. “You still 

want to love it a decade from now—even if 

your tastes change.” She shares her strategy 

for creating the perfect backdrop to 

an evolving look.

• Keep it classic. White cabinets and 

countertops create a timeless foundation for 

myriad design schemes. “Spend your big money 

on the constant elements, and be more daring 

with the less expensive stuff  that’s easy 

to change down the road,” Barnes says. 

• Make it playful. Small doses of easy-to-swap 

accents like vivid backsplash tile and inky bar 

stool upholstery infuse this kitchen with loads 

of personality.

• Lighten up. Lighting is easily changed, so go 

for it if your heart desires fl irty glass chandeliers. 

You can always swap them out later. 

• Open up. The hardware you love today can be 

traded for a completely diff erent style tomorrow 

for relatively little money and eff ort. 
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by ken wysocky | photos richard leo johnson
field editor andrea caughey

Practical
Beauty
This spacious kitchen 
marries function with 
finesse for an area that 
caters to the cook—and 
her guests.
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To avoid a heavy-

looking ceiling, designer 

Deborah Van Plew used 

a combination of cypress 

beams and boards, some 

painted a creamy off -

white, the rest a driftwood 

gray. “Between the beam 

widths and the width of 

the tongue-and-groove 

boards, it creates a lot of 

dimension,” she says.
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Opposite: Chunky cast-stone corbels support the 

impressive walnut range hood, one of the kitchen’s 

primary focal points. “With 12-foot ceilings, we needed 

a range hood with some scale to it to achieve a sense of 

balance,” Van Plew says. Above right: The matte finish 

on the working island’s honed black granite countertop 

creates a casually sophisticated look. The granite is 

“bulletproof—it takes a good bit of wear and tear,” 

Van Plew says. A classic bridge faucet nods to rustic, 

farmhouse styling. Its oil-rubbed-bronze “living” finish 

will develop a patina with use. 

PPerfection. That was the lofty goal for this newly 

constructed kitchen in a gated community in 

Bluffton, South Carolina. The owners wanted a 

space that was both practical and beautiful, with 

high-end amenities suitable for a master chef 

and a medley of rich finishes and comfortable 

furnishings to extend a warm welcome to family  

and friends.

Interior designer Deborah Van Plew, formerly 

with J Banks Design, knew just how to bring this 

vision to life. With nearly 400 square feet available, 

Van Plew had room for two large islands—enough 

work and serving space to make a serious cook 

weep with joy. Each is topped with exquisite 

natural stone: honed black granite for the island 

closest to the range, and crosscut silver travertine 

for the second island, which includes seating for 

guests. For the homeowner’s culinary inclinations, 

there’s a commercial-grade stainless-steel range 

with dual ovens; a pot-filler faucet; and separate 

refrigerator and freezer units. 

With the practical amenities in place, the 

designer turned her attention to the aesthetics. 

Earthy, organic elements like tumbled travertine 

backsplash tiles, a cypress-beam ceiling, mercury-

glass light fixtures, and floors made of fumed, 

cerused antique French oak provide ample texture 

and give the brand-new space a sense of history. 



           “In terms of scale, we needed fixtures 
                                           big enough to hold their own.”

Deborah Van Plew

interior designer
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Rich walnut makes up the massive range hood as 

well as the body of the second island. A neutral 

palette of light grays and browns enhances the 

room’s upscale rustic feel. The color scheme 

repeats in the adjacent dining area. “You can make 

a monochromatic palette as informal or formal as 

you want,” Van Plew says. “And it plays nicely with 

everything else in your home.” 

In total, the kitchen evokes a casual elegance 

that’s as inviting as a warm fire. Fussy and 

unapproachable? Not a chance. Heartfelt and 

soulful? No doubt about it.

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

Opposite: In an open floor plan, the kitchen is usually 

the heart of the home, and two islands provide plenty of 

versatility. They also help fill this expansive room. The 

X-shape from the upper cabinet doors repeats on the side 

of the seating island for a more cohesive feel. Above:

Mercury-glass pendants illuminate the island, adding 

vintage character to the new kitchen. The cypress-beam 

ceiling helps balance the room’s impressive scale for a 

more intimate, welcoming feel. Above right: Glass sliding 

doors in the adjacent dining area open to a large deck, 

ample sunlight, and an expansive waterfront view. 

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Living Large
Large kitchens can easily feel cavernous if not properly 

designed. Interior designer Deborah Van Plew shares her 

strategies for bringing a spacious room down to size.

• Think about scale. Bigger spaces demand larger elements, 

so don’t shy away from a statement range hood or an oversize 

island (or two). Pay attention to proportion: Skinny furniture-

style legs will be out of place on a large island, for example.

• Look up. Use details like beams, trusses, and large 

suspended light fixtures to bring high ceilings down to a more 

human scale. Or paint the ceiling a contrasting color to visually 

lower it.

• Look down. Consider hardwood flooring for a warm, rich 

texture underfoot. Wider boards provide proper scale and 

balance; skinny boards can make a large space feel too busy.

• Mix and match. Using the same finish on all cabinets 

and the same materials for all countertops amplifies the 

sheer volume of a large room and makes it feel stark and 

austere—even boring. Instead, opt for a mix of materials that 

complement one another and add layers of interest to a space.
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by jan soults walker 
photos emily j. followill 
field editor lisa mowry

Sculptural surfaces 
and a panoramic 
outdoor connection 
swathe this kitchen 
with inspiration 
and light.

Wrap 
Artist

With the glass wall fully 

open between kitchen 

and patio, the dark wood 

fl ooring becomes a shining 

ebony sea. White marble 

seems to cascade into 

the depths of the wood, 

providing radiant contrast.  
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Right: On the island top, stainless steel overlaps and 

interlocks with marble. The kitchen’s original cherry 

cabinets remain on the rear wall, providing warm balance. 

AA kitchen doesn’t have to be huge—or heavily 

used—to make a lasting impression, say Atlanta 

homeowners Laura Koch and Bert Sanders. “We 

really don’t cook a lot, but we love to entertain and 

use the pool, so we wanted our kitchen to make a 

great connection to the backyard,” Laura says.

Their husband-and-wife team of architect Eric 

Rothman and interior designer Jenny Rothman 

knew exactly how to make that happen. “A fully 

retractable glass wall creates a seamless transition 

from the kitchen to the patio,” Eric Rothman says. 

“It blurs the line between indoors and out.”

The gorgeous, wide-angle view of the backyard 

and outdoor entertaining areas necessitated a 

clean-lined, clutter-free approach inside. “We 

didn’t want glaring distractions,” Laura says, 

“yet we wanted the look to be interesting.” The 

Rothmans obliged by cleverly repurposing the 

kitchen’s existing cherry wood cabinets as accent 

pieces against a backdrop of new, bright white slab-

front cabinets that deliver a distinctly modern feel. 

While the wood provides warm contrast, sleek, 

laser-carved waves align perfectly across the white 

doors and drawers, serving as subtle, soothing 

visual guides to the outdoors. Weatherproof 

versions of the same cabinetry carry the look onto 

the patio, creating a stylish center for grilling and 

serving outdoors.

Inside, substantial beams, painted white, add 

unexpected depth and drama to the standard 8-foot 

ceiling. “The beams actually have a carved look to 

them,” Jenny Rothman says. “The play of shadows 

creates an illusion of more height and space.”

In a similar role, embossed white tiles on the 

range wall act as understated, three-dimensional 

artwork stretching from the simple white marble 

countertop to the ceiling. White marble repeats 

on the center island. At one end of the island, the 

marble cascades elegantly to the floor; at the other, 

stainless steel does the same. Steel and stone meet 

at the island sink. 

 “It’s wonderful how this space comes alive as 

the light changes,” Jenny Rothman says. “At certain 

times of day, the circles on the tiles are subtle 

and other times very pronounced. So even though 

there’s lots of white, it is never, ever boring.” 

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.
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Opposite: A nook off the kitchen work core 

serves as a quiet harbor for indoor dining. 

Top right: A crisp formation of white 

frameless drawers shows off a soothing 

undulating pattern that extends outdoors. 

The design was laser-cut into the medium-

density fiberboard drawer fronts. Top, far 

right: A professional-style chef’s faucet 

provides a graceful vertical element atop 

the island, as well as a practical feature 

for filling large pots. Above: A modern 

stainless-steel sink winks at the past with 

its apron front. The island is fully open 

below the steel countertop so the large 

piece doesn’t visually overwhelm the space. 

Above right: A pair of windows intersect 

where the kitchen counter ends and the 

outdoor countertop begins, enhancing the 

illusion of a single indoor-outdoor space. 

Right: Outdoor cabinets mimic those inside 

for a consistent look, but are made of a 

synthetic composite material for greater 

durability.

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Inside Out
Architect Eric Rothman  

and interior designer Jenny 

Rothman made this kitchen  

and outdoor space function  

as one. Here’s how:

• Open up. Even if a retractable 

wall isn’t for you, make the 

outdoors more visible with large 

windows and increase accessibility 

with French or patio doors.

• Repeat. Make the connection as 

seamless as possible by continuing 

kitchen surfaces and cabinetry to 

the outdoors, or mimic the look 

with weather-resistant versions.

• Texture can do the trick, too. 

“The wave pattern carved into the 

cabinet doors and drawers creates 

movement,” Eric Rothman says. 

“The pattern moves your eye and 

body and takes you outside.”

• Create allure. Entice your 

household and guests outdoors 

with plenty of comfortable seating 

and dining options. Include 

conveniences to simplify outdoor 

cooking and cleanup. 

• Showcase nature. Inside, keep 

the look understated to let the 

beauty of the outdoors serve as the 

focal point.



The bath’s refined 

sensibility is enhanced by 

its symmetrical layout, 

courtesy of a freestanding 

tub centered between a 

pair of matching vanities. 

Tall cabinets adjacent to 

each vanity offer abundant 

storage and take advantage 

of the room’s generous 

ceiling height.
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by mara boo | photos alise o’brien | field editor bonnie broten

Inspired by European 
travels (and a  

had-to-have-it tub),  
a new master bath is  

awash in exquisite 
old-world style.

Grand
Tour
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Opposite: The vanities are paired with appliqué-

embellished mirror frames to enhance their furniturelike 

styling. “The idea was to make them look as European 

as possible,” says James Howard, who conceived 

the cabinetry’s design. Above left: Ornate sconces 

are shaded, trimmed, and mounted directly on the 

vanity mirrors. Above: The sinks are distinguished by 

curvaceous, bridge-style faucets. Their shapely silhouette 

emphasizes the bathroom’s feminine aesthetic.   

plaster walls, which shimmer and shine thanks 

to painstakingly applied layers of subtly colored 

plaster and a softly waxed finish. “Venetian plaster 

gives the room so much depth and a sense of age 

you wouldn’t be able to achieve otherwise in a new 

house,” Rohan says. 

That depth is echoed by an inspired mélange 

of metal finishes, like polished-nickel plumbing 

fixtures that match the bathtub, oil-rubbed-bronze 

hardware, and whitewashed metal sconces. “The 

mix of shiny and dull finishes helps the bathroom 

feel as though it evolved over time, the way 

things do in Europe,” Rohan says. “No one in 

Europe goes out and buys a room full of things 

all at once. They’re acquired slowly. They don’t 

match perfectly. It’s a much more personal way of 

decorating.”

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

IIt’s not often a master bathroom could be mistaken 

for a well-appointed living room. Then again, 

it’s not often a bathroom boasts silk window 

treatments that would be right at home in a dining 

room, cushioned chairs that could easily sidle up to 

an antique writing desk, or marble-inlaid limestone 

floors suitable for the most gracious entry hall. 

Yet those are among the decorative hallmarks of 

this luxurious bath, where a well-traveled Missouri 

couple begins and ends each day.

“Baths are typically such sterile environments,” 

interior designer Janice Rohan says. “This one 

incorporates furniture and other elements that 

throw an entirely different idea into the pot.” Or 

into the tub, as it were. Nickel-plated and nestled 

beneath a massive arched window, the bathtub 

announces not only the owners’ “fabulous taste,” 

Rohan says, but also the room’s grandeur—both 

tangible and atmospheric. “It’s a wonderful vessel 

that brings the art, and not just the act, of bathing 

into the room,” Rohan says. A far cry from an 

acrylic shower, the tub is not just for getting in, 

getting clean, and getting out. “It’s for relaxation 

and meditation,” she says. 

Equally indulgent are the room’s custom-built, 

green cabinets, marble vanity tops, and Venetian 



           “No one in Europe goes out and buys 
a room full of things all at once.  
                        They’re acquired slowly.”

Janice Rohan

interior designer
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Opposite: A must-have for the owners—

and the starting point for the bathroom’s 

formal European character—the bathtub 

makes a statement about bathing as a  

time for relaxation and meditation.  

Top left: A telephone-style tub filler nods 

to the past. Top right: Venetian plaster 

walls add depth and age-old character. 

Above left: Interior designer Janice Rohan 

gave the toilet compartment a mirrored 

door to confer privacy, reflect light, and 

boost the room’s glamour. Above right: 

A limestone shelf keeps soaps and 

shampoos close at hand while showering.  

Right: Limestone and green marble form 

a classic diamond-and-dot pattern on the 

floor. The diagonal orientation accentuates 

the room’s spaciousness. 

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

European 
Elegance
Interior designer Janice Rohan 

offers suggestions for enjoying 

the timeless ambience of a 

European bathroom — no airplane 

ticket required!

• Embrace formality. Silk, 

limestone, and marble are classic 

materials that have graced 

European interiors for centuries.

• Mix it up. Resist the temptation 

to buy coordinating sets of light 

fixtures, plumbing fixtures, and 

cabinet hardware.

• Incorporate artisan elements. 

Venetian plaster walls and cabinets 

glazed by hand imbue old-world 

authenticity.

• Include a chair. If it would 

work in your living room, consider 

putting it in your bathroom. 

Artfully pile towels on it, or read in 

it while the tub fills. The point is 

to inject an unexpectedly personal 

element into a utilitarian space. 

• Reflect good taste. Forget dinky 

medicine cabinets. If you’ve seen 

the Hall of Mirrors at the Palace 

of Versailles, you know there’s 

no substitute for the glamour 

conferred by a beautifully framed, 

oversize mirror. 
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field editor elaine st. louis 

seamlessly melds indoors 
and out in this serene, 
spa-like bath.

Natural  Artistry

Natural wood surfaces and 

a gorgeous slab of onyx 

in the shower help create 

a soothing retreat in this 

Colorado home.





Left: A built-in bench topped with yew wood off ers 

another place to contemplate the view. The fl oor-mount 

tub fi ller shows off  a clean-lined design in keeping with 

the bath’s simple forms. Opposite: Two glass doors 

behind the tub lead to a private deck. A see-through 

fi replace creates ambience indoors and out. 

CColorado’s Vail Valley is known for its spectacular 

vistas—a swath of which is captured through the 

large expanses of glass that connect this exquisite 

master bath with its surroundings. 

Designed to be a private sanctuary for a retired 

couple, the master bath and bedroom are detached 

from the rest of the house but are easily—and 

dramatically—accessed via a glass-enclosed 

bridge that spans a water feature. Within the 

bath, architect Tom Cole and interior designer 

Robyn Scott arranged the space to ensure an 

uninterrupted connection between indoors and 

out. On the wall facing the mountains, they 

placed two tall glass doors on either side of a see-

through fi replace, to make the most of the home’s 

spectacular setting. 

In front of the doors, a sculptural soaking tub 

serves as one of the room’s dramatic focal points 

and gives bathers access to the best view in the 

room. On the opposite wall, large mirrors above 

the fl oating vanity refl ect light and views. Tucked 

behind the vanity, dual toilet compartments enjoy 

privacy and natural light thanks to windows set 

high on the wall. Overhead, a sloping ceiling clad 

in Douglas fi r extends outside and seems to point 

up to the mountains, reinforcing the connection to 

the surroundings. 

Materials and fi nishes within the bath mimic the 

organic beauty of the home’s stunning location. 

“The clients wanted a monochromatic, quiet 

bathroom,” Scott says. “They wanted it to be very 

modern, but also very natural.”

“The clients wanted 
a monochromatic, 
quiet bathroom. They 
wanted it to be very 
modern but also 
very natural.”
Robyn Scott
interior designer
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To create the foundation for the tranquil room, 

Scott chose a creamy-hue limestone for both the 

fl oor and walls, adding subtle texture and natural 

beauty throughout the space. She repeated the 

ceiling’s wood tones in a fl oating vanity that pairs a 

streamlined, modern design with warm, rustic yew 

wood. “[The wood] has a really organic pattern 

which we felt softened the space and brought in a 

more natural feel for the bathroom,” Scott says. 

She accented the vanity with rectangular above-

counter basins and hidden faucets integrated in 

stainless-steel shelves for an eye-catching tableau. 

The shower’s glass enclosure (located directly 

across from the bath’s entrance) shows off  a 

stunning slab of onyx on the shower’s back wall. Its 

swirling pattern adds drama to the subdued space, 

but its colors remain within the room’s neutral 

palette. “We were looking for a stone of some kind 

for the shower wall, and we all fell in love with the 

incredible pattern of the onyx,” Scott says. 

The onyx is just one of many elements in the 

bath—including the view—that can take your 

breath away. “The bath has a real wow factor to it, 

but at the same time it’s not over the top,” Scott 

says. “One piece doesn’t stand out over the other. 

Each piece is like a work of art.” 

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

Above: Echoing the hues 

seen through windows on 

either side of the shower, 

a single slab of onyx 

provides dramatic color 

and pattern. Top right: 

A satin-etched door leads 

into one of two toilet 

compartments tucked 

behind the vanity. Above 

right: Limestone repeats 

in the shower, where a 

built-in bench and shallow 

niche add convenience.
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DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Organic Approach
Designer Robyn Scott off ers these tips for 
adding an organic feel to your grooming space: 

• Embrace stone. Add quiet beauty with limestone 

surfaces. “Limestone has texture, without being 

busy like a marble with a lot of veining,” Scott says. 

If you opt for a stone with a more defi ned pattern, 

choose one that mimics the colors outside. 

• Go with the grain. Instead of clean-lined 

contemporary wood door fronts, select wood that’s 

cut to show off  distinctive knots and graining for 

a more natural look. “The yew wood [in this bath] 

really looks like a tree from outside,” Scott says. 

• Maximize views. Place windows where they’ll 

frame the best views, then add mirrors opposite 

the windows to amplify light. “You’ll bounce light 

around and get double the views,” Scott says. 

Above: A fl oating vanity 

constructed of yew wood 

combines modern and 

rustic elements. Lighting 

installed underneath the 

vanity makes the space 

glow at night. Left: When 

not in use, the vanities’ 

waterfall-style faucets 

virtually disappear into the 

surrounding decor.
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Opposite: Elegant floor-

length linen drapes off er 

privacy to anyone lingering 

in the claw-foot tub. But 

their main contribution to 

the room is style. “Drapes 

make the bathroom 

feel sophisticated and 

warm,” designer Mary Jo 

Fiorella says. This photo: 

Shimmering glass droplets 

dangle from a fi ligree 

chandelier, adding a big dose 

of sparkle above the tub.

by debra steilen | photos paul dyer 
field editor sarah alba 

In Northern California, a 
tranquil master bath helps 
two tech professionals 
unplug and unwind.

Intimate
Interface
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W
Above left: Timeless style comes together when a vintage-

look claw-foot tub and floor-mount faucet pair up in front of 

contemporary floor-length drapes. Above middle: Dynamic 

floor tiles laid herringbone-style augment the natural veining 

of the marble to add interest at ground level. “The [pattern’s] 

movement draws you into the space,” Fiorella says. Radiant 

underfloor heating keeps toes warm on chilly Northern 

California mornings. Above right: Sleek gooseneck faucets 

inject transitional style above a countertop of mushroom-

color quartz-surfacing. Each sink area has a recessed 

medicine cabinet to keep surfaces free of clutter. Opposite:

The furniture-style double vanity gives each spouse a place 

to get ready for the day—without getting elbowed. The 

vanity’s warm gray paint echoes similar tones in the marble 

floor tiles. Hardware, faucets, and sconces add the sparkle of 

polished nickel. 

They’re really pretty. And they’re not going to get wet 

unless there’s a splashing party in the tub.”

Colors and materials aside, the bath’s well-

thought-out layout also contributes to the relaxing 

vibe. Fiorella fulfilled the homeowners’ request for 

a spa-worthy shower by removing a closet to make 

room for a spacious steam unit with two benches 

and three showerheads. The vanity stations jut out 

around a center stack of drawers to create the illusion 

of separate pieces of furniture. Recessed medicine 

cabinets, with frames painted to match the vanity, give 

each spouse plenty of storage. And a vintage-inspired 

Working in Silicon Valley can be as exhausting as it is 

exhilarating. That’s why the owners of this California 

home—both of whom work in the tech industry—

challenged designer Mary Jo Fiorella to reboot their 

mundane master bath by turning it into an oasis of 

calm. “They wanted something fresh and timeless and 

sophisticated,” Fiorella says, “a nice environment for 

them to relax and be in every day.”

Visually, the road to relaxation started with an 

understated gray-and-white palette. The designer’s 

first fabulous find was elegant honed-marble floor 

tiles with gray, taupe, and ivory striations that helped 

drive the selection of other materials. 

Warm gray paint and polished-nickel hardware 

enhance the furniture-style presence of the double 

vanity. Despite its name, the Lagos Blue quartz-

surfacing of the countertop, bench seats, and frame 

around the shower is actually a deep shade of 

mushroom that echoes tones in the tile. Inside the 

shower, extended white subway tiles on the walls pair 

with Moroccan-influenced accent tiles in taupe on the 

ceiling and floor. The bath’s tall windows are usually 

open to the view, but floor-length, gray linen drapes 

add warmth, drama, and, when needed, privacy.

“The formal drapes are just so unexpected in a 

bathroom,” Fiorella says. “But why not [use them]? 



         “They wanted something fresh and timeless 
and sophisticated—a nice environment 
                                for them to relax and be in every day.”

Mary Jo Fiorella
designer
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DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Built for Two
Designer Mary Jo Fiorella shares tips for creating 

an eff icient master bath where busy individuals 

can get ready on time—without getting in each 

other’s way. 

• Install two sinks. You can opt for double sinks in 

a single elongated vanity (with plenty of countertop 

space for grooming gear) or in separate vanities 

with buff ering space between. 

• Assign storage. A pair of recessed medicine 

cabinets means each person enjoys personal 

storage space at eye level. “There’s no excuse for 

not putting stuff  away” when doing so is this easy, 

Fiorella says. With cabinetry, set boundaries (“this 

is my side; that’s your side”), and use organizers to 

corral each person’s bottles, jars, tubes, and more.

• Include a separate toilet compartment. Or 

two, if space allows. 

• Expand the shower. Include at least two 

showerheads with separate temperature controls. 

That way, both partners can shower simultaneously 

to save time. 

claw-foot tub (the only item kept from the previous 

bath) stands in front of enormous windows, through 

which bathers can gaze serenely at a Japanese maple 

tree. “I always want to give everybody their own 

space,” Fiorella says. “It keeps people happy. And I 

know for a fact that these homeowners are over the 

moon about this bath.”

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

Above left: Painted the same gray as other cabinetry, 

a ceiling-high cabinet off ers extra storage next to the 

water closet. Above middle: A ceiling-mount showerhead 

drenches bathers below. Additional options include a regular 

showerhead, a handheld shower, and steam that can be 

summoned at the touch of a button. Above right: Taupe 

mosaic accent tiles—with white grout to make them stand 

out further—add exotic fl air in the shower. Opposite:

Removing a linen closet made it possible to expand the 

shower into a spacious steam unit for two. 

        Fresh Ideas for Flooring

Give your bath a strong foundation with  
beautiful fl ooring that refl ects your personal 
style. BHG.com/BathFloor





Approach
Detailed

by ann wilson | photos edmund barr | field editor laura hull

Pattern and texture 
prove paramount  

in a classic white bath 
that stands out from 

the crowd. 
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“The vanity was designed 

to be both gorgeous 

and practical,” designer 

Elizabeth Elliott says. 

She opted for individual 

mirrors at the vanity 

stations and dressing table 

to better show off the 

grandeur of the statuary 

marble tile wall.



P
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“The details are simple 
but luxurious. They 
make the room feel 
that no expense has 
been spared.”
Elizabeth Elliott

designer

Left: Elliott opted for polished-nickel fi ttings, fi xtures, 

and faucets. “Nickel is timeless and clean but has a 

warmth you can’t achieve with chrome,” she says. “It 

fl atters the stone, and only looks better with age.” 

Opposite: Covering just the lower half of the windows 

surrounding the sculptural tub, linen Roman shades 

contribute color and pattern, allow light to stream in, and 

let bathers enjoy both privacy and treetop vistas.

table, separate water closets, and a walk-in shower 

provide an air of refi ned ease for the homeowners. 

“The details are simple but luxurious,” Elliott says. 

“They make the room feel that no expense has 

been spared, no detail overlooked. And, providing 

dedicated space for each user feels refreshing; 

there’s no sharing, crowding, or sacrifi ce.”

For the fi nishing touches, interior designer 

Stacia Dunnam infused some warmth and color 

into the mostly white space. She painted the walls 

gray and brought in beachy accessories. “We tied 

the bath to the master bedroom with the window 

fabric that has grays, beiges, and blues,” she says. 

Dunnam added personality with an antique 

wooden table beside the tub and custom seating at 

the vanity and near the shower. She hung artwork, 

papered the water closets’ walls, and fi lled a built-

in armoire with pretty towels and baskets. “The 

bathroom is classic and contemporary, but it feels 

like a spa—like a retreat in a vacation home!”

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

Properly customizing this Newport Beach, 

California, master bath required working in 

waves.  Two designers layered their talents to 

fashion a fabulously furnished haven fulfi lling the 

homeowners’ every wish. 

Elizabeth Elliott came fi rst, working with 

architect Chris Brandon and builder Andrew 

Patterson to design the informally elegant 

home and its marble-clad master bath. “Chris 

and Andrew’s homes are appealing and warm 

like a vintage Nantucket beach house, but they 

don’t adhere to that style at the expense of 

contemporary features,” Elliott says. “For the 

master bath, this gave us free rein to create a 

space that was gorgeous and luxurious, but also 

functioned effi  ciently.”

Elliott points to the vaulted ceiling, the 

distinctive windows, the mosaic fl oor, the statuary 

marble on the walls, and the freestanding tub 

as classic elements that contribute to the bath’s 

sophisticated appeal. Individual vanities, a makeup 





This photo: Substantial 

crown moldings give the 

shower presence. Partial 

glass walls ensure light 

from the windows fl ows 

into the shower. A custom 

linen-upholstered bench 

references the past with 

its distressed fi nish and 

vintage silhouette.
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DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Perfect Pattern
Designer Elizabeth Elliott shares tips for 

shaping a compelling monochromatic space.

• Apply your imagination. Choose patterns that 

represent something meaningful or that can be 

interpreted in a number of ways. The circles on 

this bath’s floor could suggest an infinity symbol, 

wedding bands, or even a game of Twister. 

• Blend thoughtfully. Combine simple straight-

line and round shapes with understated patterns 

to create designs that dazzle without being busy. 

• Be strategic. In this bath, each shape and 

pattern is given room to shine. All are positioned 

to draw attention around the room. Repeating 

patterns creates a sense of cohesion. 

Top left: A rain-style 

showerhead supplements 

two other fixtures for 

a luxurious showering 

experience. Middle left: 

Polished-nickel mirrors 

add dimension to the 

vanity wall and can be 

angled to accommodate 

people of different 

heights. Bottom left: A 

contemporary linen fabric 

on the stool at the dressing 

table adds pattern and a 

rough texture contrasting 

with the piece’s feminine 

shape and pearly nailhead 

details. Above: A built-in 

armoire provides both 

visible and closed storage 

for towels, grooming 

products, and other 

necessities.



This photo: Flanked 

by rustic glass-front 

oak cabinets, a floating 

trough sink frees up floor 

space and prevents the 

narrow area from feeling 

claustrophobic. Opposite: 

Crystals on the chandelier 

above the tub play off the 

design of the shimmering 

mosaic wall tile. 
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by andrea cooley | photos michael partenio
field editor karin lidbeck-brent

Interpretation
Thoughtful materials 
and a neutral palette 
give a once-dated bath 
a chance to shine.

Modern
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H
“We were conscious of 
how quickly fashions 
come and go in design. 
We wanted something 
that was going to last.”
Jillian Hayes
homeowner

Opposite: This gracious bath successfully melds rustic, 

modern, and traditional styles. A sleek slipper tub and 

heated towel rack give the bathing area spa-like appeal. 

Above left: The fl oor-mount tub fi ller is fi nished in 

polished chrome for a contemporary touch.

room. A fl oating trough-style sink wide enough for 

two users strikes a modern note, while vintage-style 

oak cabinets on either side add warmth and provide 

elegant storage. 

Next came the tub—a gorgeous freestanding 

slipper model that bears no resemblance to its 

mauve predecessor. Positioned at an angle and 

paired with a fl oor-mount tub fi ller, the shapely tub 

basks in sunlight from tall windows. A wall-mount 

towel warmer nearby adds luxury.   

Finishing touches include porcelain tile fl ooring 

with radiant heat, contemporary wall sconces, 

and etched glass panels that frame the toilet 

compartment and shower. Together, they fulfi ll the 

Hayeses’ desire for a modern look that won’t date 

quickly—or at all.

RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

Home design in the 1980s was a picture of chintz, 

mirrored walls, and dusty mauve. To the dismay of 

homeowners Anthony and Jillian Hayes, the master 

bath in their Connecticut home was stuck in that 

decade. “It was like the worst of the ’80s,” Jillian 

says. “It was a lot of marble, and the marble had 

deep pinkish-purple streaks.” To top it off , there 

was a whirlpool tub in the same unfortunate shade 

of mauve.

Dated design aside, the bath’s layout was also 

fl awed. It was an awkward L-shape with a lot of 

wasted space. Jillian and Anthony worked with 

interior designer Bobbie Sue Smart to gut the bath 

and create a more functional, open space. “We were 

conscious of how quickly fashions can come and go 

in design,” Jillian says. “We wanted something that 

was going to last.” The couple has an eclectic style 

and wanted to include modern elements without 

making the space feel cold or stark. 

They fi rst decided on the room’s backdrop—a 

sophisticated marble mosaic that spans the vanity 

wall and repeats in the shower. Its subtle Art Deco 

pattern adds a hint of shimmer to the understated 



DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Mastering the Mix
Interior designer Bobbie Sue Smart shares her 

tips for balancing classic and contemporary 

styles to create a cohesive look. 

• Embrace contrast. Don’t be afraid to create 

unexpected combinations of old and new. In the 

Hayeses’ bath, a modern slipper tub pairs with a 

traditional crystal chandelier for pleasing balance 

and timeless character. 

• Pick the right palette. When you’re mixing 

styles, “there has to be a common thread 

throughout,” Smart says. Here, a soothing neutral 

palette allows the mix of textures and finishes to 

hold together. 

• Bring in furniture. For a truly timeless space, 

include furniture pieces with classic forms and 

finishes. The oak linen cabinets flanking the  

sink nod to the past and offset the room’s  

starker elements.
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Opposite, top left: The 

tile on the shower ceiling 

calls to mind droplets 

of water. Opposite, top 

right: An etched glass 

panel provides privacy 

for the toilet area. 

Opposite, bottom left: 

Textured porcelain floor 

tile complements the 

warm wood of the linen 

cabinets. Radiant floor 

heating keeps the space 

cozy. This photo: Once 

only 30 inches deep, the 

spacious walk-in shower 

now extends 7 feet. A 

tilt-out window and new 

ventilation fan keep the 

space fog-free. 



Key

[T] To the Trade. Not available to the general 

public. Contact a design professional for help. 

[P] Paint Color. Paint colors depicted might 

vary from manufacturers’ colors. Use names or 

numbers as a starting point. To get the exact 

color you see, take the page to a paint retailer.

For further information 

about products or 

professionals featured 

in Beautiful Kitchens & 

Baths™ magazine, please 

contact these sources. 

Addresses and phone 

numbers have been 

verii ed, but we cannot 

guarantee availability of 

items or services.

Satin—Farrow & Ball; 888/511-1121; 

farrow-ball.com [P]. Trim, millwork—

Preston & Co., Rogers, Arkansas; 479/273-

2266; prestonandco.net. Range, wall 

oven, refrigerator, refrigerator drawers, 

dishwashers, hood insert—Jenn-Air; 

800/688-1100; jennair.com. Sinks—Franke; 

800/626-5771; franke.com. Faucets—

Perrin & Rowe, presented by Rohl; 

800/777-9762; rohlhome.com. Flooring—

The Wood Floor Gallery, Inc., Springdale 

Arkansas; 479/872-0102; woodl oorgallery

.com. Light i xture at island St. Croix 

pendant—Jamie Young; 866/295-2677; 

jamieyoung.com. Light i xtures at dining 

table Chisholm Hall lanterns—The Urban 

Electric Co., Charleston, South Carolina; 

843/723-8140; urbanelectricco.com [T]. 

Dining chairs Louis side chair—Oly; 

olystudio.com [T]. Kitchen barstools 

Windsor counter stool—Hickory Chair Co.; 

800/349-4579; hickorychair.com [T]. 

Covering for chairs and barstools—

Highland Court, 800/387-2533; 

highlandcourtfabrics.com [T]. Pot on 

rangetop—Le Creuset of America; 

877/273-8738; lecreuset.com. Marble 

mortar and pestle—Euna Mae’s, 

Springdale, Arkansas; 479/419-9690; 

shopeunamaes.com. 

ELEMENTAL DESIGN

PAGES 40–47

Architect: Craig Schultz, Laidlaw Schultz 

Architects, Corona Del Mar, California; 

949/645-9982; lsarchitects.com.

Wood and metal cabinets, cabinet 

hardware, pit i re—custom designs, 

Laidlaw Schultz Architects, Corona Del Mar, 

California; 949/645-9982; lsarchitects.com. 

Metal cabinet fabrication cold rolled steel 

with brushed stainless-steel straps, wood 

cabinet fabrication solid Mozambique, 

installation of wood countertop at island, 

fabrication of pit i re—Joe Worland, H&J 

Cabinets, Tustin, California; 714/349-3522; 

handjcabinets.com. Fabrication of cabinet 

hardware, steel shelving in pantry—

Schorr Metals, Inc., Placentia, California; 

714/630-1962; schorrmetals.com. Stone 

countertops petite granite limestone—

Venetian Stone Gallery, Irvine, California; 

949/261-0146; venetianstonegallery.com. 

Wood for countertop at island reclaimed 

wood beams, waxed—The Vintage Wood 

Floor Company, Costa Mesa, California; 

714/557-9655; vintagewoodl oors.com. 

Sink faucets—Dornbracht USA, Inc.; 

800/774-1181; dornbracht.com. Sinks—

Julien, Inc.; 800/461-3377; julien.ca. Range 

Chateau 165, rotisserie Flamberge—La 

Cornue; 800/457-1356; lacornueusa.com. 

Refrigerator integrated with cabinetry—

Sub-Zero, Inc.; 800/222-7820; 

subzero.com. Back upper oven Combi-

Steam oven and back lower oven Single 

oven, both from the 400 series—Gaggenau; 

800/828-9165; gaggenau-usa.com. 

Flooring end grain mesquite—contact local 

� ooring suppliers. Pendant lighting Candle 

LED—Bruch Lighting, bruchlighting.com for 

a retail location near you. Barstools Atelier 

Nicolle, circa 1930—Bourgeois Boheme, 

Los Angeles; 323/936-7507; bobo-

antiques.com. Water feature—Laidlaw 

Shultz Architects, above, with Katzmaier 

Newell Kehr, Corona Del Mar, California; 

949/760-0454; knkarch.com. 

COASTAL CHIC

PAGES 48-53

Architect: Chris Stoyles, Archiscapes, LLC, 

Freeport, Florida; 850/835-0404; architect@

archiscapes.com; archiscapes.com.

Interior designer: Melissa Skowlund, 

Summer House Lifestyle, Santa Rosa 

Beach, Florida; 850/231-0133; 

info@summerhouselifestyle.com; 

summerhouselifestyle.com. 

Kitchen designer: Tammy Massey, Santa 

Rosa Beach, Florida; 850/294-9404; 

t.massey@mac.com; tammymassey.com. 

Lighting design, tile selection: Suzy 

Accola, Q Tile, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida; 

850/213-0000; suzy@q-tile.com; q-tile.com. 

Construction: Velvet Sun Builders, Santa 

Rosa Beach, Florida; 850/231-1449.

GREENER PASTURES

PAGES 32–39

Interior designer: Melissa Haynes, MH 

Design, Inc., Springdale, Arkansas; 

479/435-6990; melissahaynesdesign.com.

Tile backsplash Lounge Mix Mosaic—

Walker Zanger; 877/611-0199; 

walkerzanger.com. Hood, cabinetry, dining 

table zinc top and wood base, cornices at 

perimeter windows—custom designs 

through MH Design, Inc., Springdale, 

Arkansas; 479/435-6990; 

melissahaynesdesign.com. Cabinet pulls 

Aubrey, cabinet knobs Asbury, latches—

Restoration Hardware; 800/910-9836; 

restorationhardware.com. Fabric for 

cornices Kendara in blue and green by 

John Robshaw—Duralee; 800/275-3872; 

duralee.com [T]. Countertops Eggshell—

CaesarStone US; 877/978-2789; 

caesarstoneus.com. Cabinet paint Slipper 
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Greener  Pastures
Eco-friendly elements meld effortlessly 
into the design of this upscale, down-
home kitchen.
by margaret zainey roux | photos rett peek | field editor karen reinecke  
stylist donna talley
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This photo: Large 

windows looking out on 

a screen porch and the 

family’s vegetable garden 

are dressed in custom 

upholstered cornices. 

“We love how their cutout 

design frames the curvy 

shape of the hand-blocked 

botanicals print,” interior 

designer Melissa Haynes 

says. Opposite: The glass 

honeycomb-shape wall 

tiles were the starting 

point for the kitchen’s 

garden-fresh palette. 
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by chris hayhurst | photos john ellis 
field editor laura hull

Rustic materials take a modern turn in 
this kitchen looking out on the Pacific.

The hefty island is the 

centerpiece of this chic 

California kitchen. Its base 

and cabinetry are made 

of Mozambique wood, 

while the thick countertop 

is unstained white oak 

salvaged from an old barn.

Elemental Design

by stacey freed | photos tria giovan
field editor lynn nesmith

Coastal Chic
Mirrors, metallics, 
and statement lighting 
up the ante in a stylish 
beach house kitchen 
designed for a crowd. “I wanted a clean, 

fresh, uncluttered look,” 

homeowner Sue Lavin says 

of her new Florida kitchen. 

In the open fl oor plan, the 

18×18-foot kitchen opens 

onto the dining area, then 

the living room and out to 

the porches and swimming 

pool. “It becomes one 

big entertainment area,” 

Sue says. 
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acimetals.com. Range—Wolf Appliance, 

Inc.; 800/332-9513; wolfappliances.com. 

Wall oven—Bosch; 800/944-2904; 

bosch-home.com/us. Refrigerator 

integrated with cabinetry—Sub-Zero, Inc.; 

800/222-7820; subzero.com. Granite 

countertops and farm sink—contact local 

cut stone suppliers.

CREATIVE SPIRIT

PAGES 60-65

Architect: Jack Barnes, Jack Barnes 

Architect, Portland, Oregon; 503/232-1620; 

info@jackbarnesarchitect.com; 

jackbarnesarchitect.com. 

Kitchen designer: Kricken Yaker, 

Vanillawood, Lake Oswego, Oregon; 

503/305-8830; info@vanillawood.com; 

vanillawood.com.

Construction: Jason Palanuk, Bend, 

Oregon; 541/647-8183. 

Cabinetry custom, barn door custom, 

yellow-lined white bowl on island—

Vanillawood, Lake Oswego, Oregon; 

503/305-8830; info@vanillawood.com; 

vanillawood.com. Cabinet hardware— 

Valli & Valli USA, Inc.; 877/326-2565; 

vallivalli-us.com. Barn door hardware 

Baldur—Krown Lab; 800/356-8586; 

krownlab.com. Countertop and sink 

PentalQuartz Super White—Pental Granite 

& Marble, pentalquartz.com for a dealer 

near you. Wall paint Snowfall—Benjamin 

Moore; 855/724-6802; benjaminmoore.com 

[P]. Wall tile Ledger Stone in carbon 

slate—Surface Art, Seattle; 206/315-4558; 

surfaceartinc.com for a dealer near you. 

Faucet—Grohe America, Inc.; 800/201-

3407; groheamerica.com. Range hood, 

cooktop Induction KM5753, dishwasher 

integrated with cabinetry G 4275SCSF, 

wall oven H 4785 BP/H4082BM, 

microwave oven M 8260-1—Miele, Inc.; 

800/463-0260; mieleusa.com. Refrigerator 

700TC, wine cooler integrated with 

cabinetry—Sub-Zero, Inc.; 800/222-7820; 

subzero.com. Flooring ash by Stang 

Lund—through WD Flooring; 877/674-

2210; wdlooring.com. Coffeemaker and 
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Cabinetry—Matt Fuller, Kay Fuller and 

Sons, Leesburg, Georgia; 229/888-2601; 

kayfullerandsons.com. Cabinet paint 

Decorator’s White, wall paint Gray Owl—

Benjamin Moore; 855/724-6802; 

benjaminmoore.com [P]. Countertops 

quartzite—Emerald Coast Fabrication, 

Panama City Beach, Florida; 850/235-

0003; emeraldcoastfabrication.com. 

Backsplash tile Sicis, chandelier at dining 

table custom, lighting in foyer, �ooring—

Suzy Accola, Q Tile, Santa Rosa Beach, 

Florida; 850/213-0000; suzy@q-tile.com; 

q-tile.com. Sinks—Kohler Co.; 800/456-

4537; us.kohler.com. Range—Wolf 

Appliance, Inc.; 800/332-9513; 

wolfappliances.com. Refrigerator—Sub-

Zero, Inc.; 800/222-7820; subzero.com. 

Pendants SKLO blown glass, dining table 

zinc top, silver vases—Summer House 

Lifestyle, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida; 

850/231-0133; info@summerhouselifestyle 

.com; summerhouselifestyle.com. 

Dining chairs—Crate & Barrel;  

800/967-6696; crateandbarrel.com. 

Barstools—Lee Industries; 800/892-7150; 

leeindustries.com.

EUROPEAN WELCOME

PAGES 54-59

Interior designer: Kara Childress, Kara 

Childress, Inc., Houston; 713/626-7948; 

kara@karachildressinc.com; 

karachildressinc.com. Building design: 

Robert Dame, Robert Dame Designs, 

Houston; 713/270-8225.

Architectural consulting: Sarah West, 

Sarah West and Associates, Houston; 

713/417-6714; sarahwest.swa@gmail.com. 

Construction: Dan Parker, Parker House, 

Inc., Houston; 713/661-2685;  

phi@parkerhouse.com; parkerhouse.com. 

Cabinet hardware, sink ixtures—

Hollywood Builders Hardware, Houston; 

713/644-8301; hollywoodhardware.com. 

Stone range hood, blacksplash—

Materials Marketing; 800/368-3901; 

mstoneandtile.com [T]. Pot rack—ACI 

Metalworks, Houston; 281/401-9797; 
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Inspired by French country 

kitchens, this roomy 

gathering space revolves 

around a large island, 

which was stained to give 

it the look of an antique 

furniture piece.

by margaret zainey roux | photos ryann ford
field editor susan fox

Time-honored materials 
and rich patinas deliver 
an old-world look in a new 
Houston kitchen.  

Welcome
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This kitchen’s simple 

white framework, high-

gloss cabinetry, and 

wire-brushed ash fl ooring 

remind homeowners 

Barbara Connelly Bruch 

and Bruce Connelly of their 

years living in Sweden. The 

white barn door opens to 

the master suite.

by debra steilen | photos laurie black | field editor barbara mundall

echoes its owners’ love for travel and art.

Creative Spirit

toaster both KMIX—De’Longhi; 800/865-

6330; delonghi.com. Dining table Tulip 

Table by Eero Saarinen—Knoll, Inc.; 

800/343-5665; knoll.com. Chairs Eames 

Molded Plastic Side chair—Herman Miller; 

800/646-4400; store.hermanmiller.com. 

Barstools discontinued, similar items 

available, chandelier—Design Within 

Reach; 800/944-2233; dwr.com. Vase  

on table—Crate & Barrel; 800/967-6696; 

crateandbarrel.com. White canisters—

Anthropologie; 800/309-2500; 

anthropologie.com. Footed bowl  

with lemons—Astier de Villatte; 

astierdevillatte.com. Light green compost 

tin—Garden Trading; gardentrading.co.uk. 

Black wire basket—The Container Store; 

800/786-7315; containerstore.com. 

Artwork near cooktop—by Alfred Harris, 

represented by Froelick Gallery, Portland, 

Oregon; 503/222-1142; froelickgallery.com.

EASY ELEGANCE

PAGES 66-71

Interior designer: Elizabeth Brennan, 

Elizabeth Brennan Designs, Inc., Atlanta. 

Range, ovens in butler’s pantry—Wolf 

Appliance, Inc.; 800/332-9513; 

wolfappliance.com. Range hood—Vent-A-

Hood Co.; 800/331-2492; ventahood.com. 

Refrigerator, wine refrigerator—Sub-Zero, 

Inc.; 800/222-7820; subzero.com. 

Dishwashers—Fisher & Paykel Appliances, 

Inc.; 888/936-7872; usa.�sherpaykel.com. 

Cabinetry—Elizabeth Brennan Designs, Inc., 

Atlanta. Island countertop distressed black 

walnut—The Craft Art Co., Atlanta; 404/352-

5625; craft-art.com. Perimeter countertop 

Absolute Black granite—Inman Park Marble 

& Granite, Inc., Atlanta; 404/370-8055. 

Backsplash beaded board, border cream 

ceramic tile—Renaissance Tile & Bath, Inc.; 

800/275-1822; renaissancetileandbath.com. 

Sinks—Moen, Inc.; 800/289-6636; moen

.com. Faucets—Kohler Co.; 800/456-4537; 

kohler.com. Lighting—Lamp Arts, Inc.; 

404/352-5211; lampartsinc.com.

A furniture-style island 

sets a sophisticated 

tone for Kate and Scott 

Burch’s remodeled 

Atlanta kitchen. Though 

the look is pretty, the 

interior is practical—

Scott suggested a trash 

chute that leads to a 

basement receptacle. 

“He had to put his stamp 

somewhere,” Kate says.
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by gary thompson | photos emily j. followill
field editor lisa mowry | stylist elle roper

A couple dress up their open 
kitchen to convey traditional 
warmth and character.
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DRAMA LESSON

PAGES 72–79

Interior designer: Marci Barnes, 

M. Barnes & Co., Dallas; 214/742-4490; 

info@barnes-co.com; barnes-co.com. 

Construction: Provenance Builders, Dallas; 

214/418-0602; info@provenancebuilders

.com; provenancebuilders.com.

Cabinetry custom—Lindsey Littrell, 

3 L Designs, Dallas; 214/920-9223. 

Countertops polished Calacatta Luna 

marble, blackspash glass tile—Walker 

Zanger; 877/611-0199; walkerzanger.com. 

Cabinet hardware—Top Knobs USA, Inc.; 

800/499-9095; topknobsusa.com. Sink 

i reclay apron-front sink, faucet and pot 

i ller Perrin & Rowe—Rohl; 800/777-9762; 

rohlhome.com. Range—Viking Range 

Corp.; 888/845-4641; vikingrange.com. 

Range hood custom, window treatments 

custom—through M. Barnes & Co., Dallas; 

214/742-4490; info@barnes-co.com; 

barnes-co.com. Wall oven, microwave 

oven—Wolf Appliance, Inc.; 800/332-9513; 

wolfappliances.com. Refrigerator—Sub-

Zero, Inc.; 800/222-7820; subzero.com. 

Light i xture over breakfast table 

Rectangular Shade Pendant—

Restoration Hardware; 800/910-9836; 

restorationhardware.com. Counter stools—

Lee Industries; 800/892-7150; 

leeindustries.com. Fabric for stools—

Designtex; 800/221-1540; 

info@designtex.com; designtex.com. 

Accessories in glass-front hutch and on 

island—HomeGoods; 800/888-0776; 

homegoods.com (product line varies).

PRACTICAL BEAUTY

PAGES 80–85

Architecture: G2 Design, St. Petersburg, 

Florida; 727/280-6234; g2architecture.com. 

Interior designer: Deborah Van Plew, 

J. Banks Design Group, Inc., Hilton Head 

Island, South Carolina; 843/681-5122; 

info@jbanks.com; jbanksdesign.com. 

Construction: Ultimate Construction, 

Bluffton, South Carolina; 843/304-4173.

Cabinetry, islands, range hood—Peacock 

Cabinetry, Inc., Bluffton, South Carolina; 

843/815-2020; peacockcabinetryinc.com. 

Cabinet hardware—Top Knobs USA, Inc.; 

800/499-9095; topknobsusa.com. 

Perimeter countertops honed Absolute 

Black granite, sink island and range niche 

crosscut silver travertine, backspash tile 

tumbled silver travertine—Red Fox Unlimited, 

Bluffton, South Carolina; 843.247.7866; 

redfoxunlimited.com. Sink faucets—Rohl; 

800/777-9762; rohlhome.com. Range hood 

corbels—Décor Cast Stone, Bluffton, South 

Carolina; 843/227-0213. Range, ovens—

Wolf Appliance, Inc.; 800/332-9513; 

wolfappliances.com. Refrigerator—Sub-

Zero, Inc.; 800/222-7820; subzero.com. 

Dishwasher—Miele, Inc.; 800/463-0260; 

mieleusa.com. Island pendants—The Light 

Post, Bluffton, South Carolina; 843/815-

8080; thelightpost.com. Flooring fumed 

French oak—Burchette and Burchette 

Hardwood Floors, Elkin, North Carolina; 

336/835-6409; burchetteandburchette.com. 

Sliding doors Impact—Andersen Windows; 

800/426-4261; andersenwindows.com. 

Table, chairs, barstools, glass bottle wire 

container, white and brown plates, glass 

canisters, large and small white Tuscan 

urns, bread board, wooden trough on 

island—J. Banks Design Group, Inc., Hilton 

Head Island, South Carolina; 843/681-5122; 

info@jbanks.com; jbanksdesign.com. Rug at 

dining table—KPM Flooring, Hilton Head, 

South Carolina; 843.342.4955; 

kpml ooring.com.

WRAP ARTIST

PAGES 86–91

Residential designer: Eric Rothman, 

HammerSmith, Inc., Decatur, Georgia; 

404/377-1021; design@hammersmith.net; 

hammersmith.net.

Interior designer: Jenny Rothman, 

HammerSmith, Inc., Decatur, Georgia; 

404/377-1021; design@hammersmith.net; 

hammersmith.net.

Cabinetry custom—HammerSmith, Inc., 

Decatur, Georgia; 404/377-1021; design@

hammersmith.net; hammersmith.net. 

Cabinet hardware—The Matthew Quinn 

Collection; 404/974-3560; 

matthewquinncollection.com. Countertops 

and sides calacatta marble—Atlanta Kitchen 

& Bath, Atlanta; 404/768-7711. Backsplash 

tile—Ann Sacks; 800/278-8453; 

annsacks.com. Stainless-steel counter 

and sink—Rite-Made Fabrication, Franklin, 

Georgia; 706/675-1333. Refrigerator—Sub-

Zero, Inc.; 800/222-7820; subzero.com. 

Cooktop, ovens, dishwasher—Miele, Inc.; 

800/463-0260; mieleusa.com. Faucet—

Newform Faucets; newform.it. Glass folding 

doors—Nana Wall; 800/873-5673; 

nanawall.com. Chandelier at table—Switch 

Modern; 877/858-6324; switchmodern.com. 

White vases—West Elm; 866/428-6468; 

westelm.com (product line varies).

GRAND TOUR

PAGES 92–97

Bath designer: James Howard, CKD, 

Alspaugh Kitchen & Bath, St. Louis; 

314/993-6644; jameshoward@

glenalspaughkitchens.com; 

glenalspaughkitchens.com. 
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by ken wysocky | photos richard leo johnson
field editor andrea caughey

Practical
Beauty
This spacious kitchen 
marries function with 
finesse for an area that 
caters to the cook—and 
her guests.

BHG.com/KitchenBath

To avoid a heavy-

looking ceiling, designer 

Deborah Van Plew used 

a combination of cypress 

beams and boards, some 

painted a creamy off -

white, the rest a driftwood 

gray. “Between the beam 

widths and the width of 

the tongue-and-groove 

boards, it creates a lot of 

dimension,” she says.
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by jan soults walker 
photos emily j. followill 
field editor lisa mowry

Sculptural surfaces 
and a panoramic 
outdoor connection 
swathe this kitchen 
with inspiration 
and light.

Wrap 
Artist

With the glass wall fully 

open between kitchen 

and patio, the dark wood 

fl ooring becomes a shining 

ebony sea. White marble 

seems to cascade into 

the depths of the wood, 

providing radiant contrast.  
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by mara boo | photos alise o’brien | field editor bonnie broten

Inspired by European 
travels (and a  

had-to-have-it tub),  
a new master bath is  

awash in exquisite 
old-world style.

Grand
Tour

The bath’s refined 

sensibility is enhanced by 

its symmetrical layout, 

courtesy of a freestanding 

tub centered between a 

pair of matching vanities. 

Tall cabinets adjacent to 

each vanity offer abundant 

storage and take advantage 

of the room’s generous 

ceiling height.
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Traditional Shaker-style 

cabinets and timeless 

marble countertops gain 

glamorous verve from 

bold accents. Minimizing 

upper cabinetry near the 

range frees space for a 

statement-making wall  

of glass tile. 

by mara boo | photos brian m weeney
field editor donna talley

Showstopping accents 
take center stage in a 
classic white kitchen.

Drama



[P]. Cabinetry—Rick Reedy, California Wood 

Designs, Orange, California; 949/701-9257. 

Cabinet pulls and knobs Asbury,  

mirrors at sink Asbury—Restoration 

Hardware; 800/910-9836; 

restorationhardware.com. Floor and wall 

tiles, bench in shower—Venetian Stone 

Gallery; venetianstonegallery.com. Sinks 

Ladena—Kohler Co.; 800/456-4537;  

us.kohler.com. Sink faucets, tub ixtures—

Rohl; 800/777-9762; rohlhome.com. Tub 

Empire Soaking tub—Waterworks; 800/998-

2284; waterworks.com. Chandelier 

Marilyn—Global Views, Inc.; 888/956-0030; 

globalviews.com. Sconces Merchant 

Sconce from the Thomas O’Brien 

collection—Visual Comfort & Co.; 866/344-

3875; visualcomfortlightinglights.com.

MODERN INTERPRETATION

PAGES 116–121

Interior designer: Bobbie Sue Smart, Smart 

Design, Sandy Hook, Connecticut; 203/258-

4398; bobbiesue@smartdesignct.com. 

Cabinet towers—Restoration Hardware; 

800/910-9836; restorationhardware.com. 

Wall tile, shower tiles—Porcelanosa; 

porcelanosa.com. Floor tile—Universal Tile 

& Marble, Newtown, Connecticut; 

universaltilemarble.com. Etched glass 

panels—Apex Glass, Sandy Hook, 

Connecticut; apexglass.com. Chandelier 

Arlington—Schonbek Worldwide Lighting, 

Inc.; 800/836-1892; schonbek.com. 

Sconces Dune—Hubbardton Forge; 

800/826-4766; hubbardtonforge.com. 

Slipper tub—The Interior Gallery; 

theinteriorgallery.com. Wall-mount sink The 

Ove, mirror, shelf—Wet Style; wetstyle.ca. 

Toilet—Toto USA, Inc.; 800/350-8686; 

totousa.com. Sink faucets, tub iller, ceiling 

shower head, handshower and wall 

bar—Hansgrohe; 800/334-0455; 

hansgrohe-usa.com.

Interior designer: Janice Rohan, Park 

Avenue Designs, St. Louis; 314/863-0095. 

Cabinetry custom in sage green—Alspaugh 

Kitchen & Bath, St. Louis; 314/993-6644; 

jameshoward@glenalspaughkitchens.com; 

glenalspaughkitchens.com. Cabinet 

hardware antique brass with no lacquer—

Gerber Hinge Co.; 800/643-7237; 

gerberhinge.com. Vanity countertops Perlo 

Bonita marble—Midwest Tile and Granite; 

888/818-6864; midwesttile.com. Flooring 

Toreon limestone with olive accents—

contact local suppliers. Tub St. Lion white 

porcelain inner with polished nickel exterior—

The Bath Works, Franklin, Tennessee; 

615/591-7030; thebathworks.com. Tub iller 

and vanity sink faucets bridge faucet in 

polished nickel, vanity sinks—Perrin & 

Rowe, presented by Rohl; 800/777-9762; 

rohlhome.com. Mirror sconces Abelle in 

Parisian white—Cyan Design; 888/371-

3072; cyandesign.biz. Fabric for window 

treatment discontinued, similar available— 

F. Schumacher & Co; 800/523-1200; 

fschumacher.com [T].

NATURAL ARTISTRY

PAGES 98–103

Architect: Tom Cole, Tom Cole Architecture/

Points West Architecture and Planning, Vail, 

Colorado; 970/401-3066; tcole@

pointwestvail.com; tomcolearchitect.com.

Interior designer: Robyn Scott, Robyn  

Scott Interiors, Ltd. Basalt, Colorado; 

970/927-5354; rscott@rsidesigns.com; 

rsidesigns.com.

Floor, walls, shower bench, vanity 

countertops all Crema Europa limestone—

contact local cut stone suppliers. Lighting 

design—Greg Mackell, 186 lighting Design 

Group, Denver; 303/534-5350;  

186group.com. Floor shower—Bofi; bof�

.com. Rain head, hand shower—

Hansgrohe; 800/334-0455; hansgrohe-usa

.com. Shower faucets Lulu—Dornbracht 

USA, Inc.; 800/774-1181; dornbracht.com. 

Sinks Toscoquattro Opera Series, Rubinetti 

Tap Shelf—Fantini Rubinetti; fantiniusa.com. 

Tub Tub Spoon XL—Agape, Beverly Hills; 

310/358-0500; agapedesign.it. Artwork in 

niche—by Katrin Moller, represented by 

Walker Fine Art, Denver; 303/355-8955; 

walker�neart.com.

INTIMATE INTERFACE

PAGES 104–109

Interior designer: Mary Jo Fiorella, CID, 

ASID, Fiorella Design, San Francisco Bay, 

California; 510/317-7300; �orelladesign.com.

Vanity, vanity countertop, mirrors—Fiorella 

Design, San Francisco Bay, California; 

510/317-7300; �orelladesign.com. Vanity 

sink faucet, shower ixtures, toilet—Rohl; 

800/777-9762; rohlhome.com. Vanity sink, 

tub, tub faucet—Kohler Co.; 800/456-

4537; us.kohler.com. Sconces—Visual 

Comfort & Co.; 866/344-3875; 

visualcomfortlightinglights.com. 

Chandelier—Pottery Barn; 800/922-5507; 

potterybarn.com (product line varies). Floor 

tile, shower tile—Walker Zanger; 877/611-

0199; walkerzanger.com. Draperies—Leong 

Interiors, Oakland, California; 415/307-1473; 

leonginteriors.com.

DETAILED APPROACH

PAGES 110–115

Designer: Elizabeth Elliott, Elizabeth Elliott 

Design, Newport Beach, California; 949/933-

4030; info@elizabethelliottdesign.com; 

elizabethelliottdesign.com. 

Design of long bench, stool at vanity and 

window coverings—Stacia Dunnam, Stacia 

Dunnam Design, southern California; stacia@

staciadunnam.com; staciadunnam.com.  

Wall paint Stonington Gray—Benjamin 

Moore; 855/724-6802; benjaminmoore.com 
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field editor elaine st. louis 

seamlessly melds indoors 
and out in this serene, 
spa-like bath.

Natural  Artistry

Natural wood surfaces and 

a gorgeous slab of onyx 

in the shower help create 

a soothing retreat in this 

Colorado home.
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Opposite: Elegant floor-

length linen drapes off er 

privacy to anyone lingering 

in the claw-foot tub. But 

their main contribution to 

the room is style. “Drapes 

make the bathroom 

feel sophisticated and 

warm,” designer Mary Jo 

Fiorella says. This photo:

Shimmering glass droplets 

dangle from a fi ligree 

chandelier, adding a big dose 

of sparkle above the tub.

by debra steilen | photos paul dyer 
field editor sarah alba 

In Northern California, a 
tranquil master bath helps 
two tech professionals 
unplug and unwind.

Intimate
Interface

Detailed
Approach

“The vanity was designed 

to be both gorgeous 

and practical,” designer 

Elizabeth Elliott says. 

She opted for individual 

mirrors at the vanity 

stations and dressing table 

to better show off the 

grandeur of the statuary 

marble tile wall.

by ann wilson | photos edmund barr | field editor laura hull

Pattern and texture 
prove paramount  

in a classic white bath 
that stands out from 

the crowd. 

           “
   cop
                                pl
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This photo: Flanked 

by rustic glass-front 

oak cabinets, a floating 

trough sink frees up floor 

space and prevents the 

narrow area from feeling 

claustrophobic. Opposite: 

Crystals on the chandelier 

above the tub play off the 

design of the shimmering 

mosaic wall tile. 

by andrea cooley | photos michael partenio
field editor karin lidbeck-brent

Interpretation
Thoughtful materials 
and a neutral palette 
give a once-dated bath 
a chance to shine.

Modern

BHG.com/KitchenBath 125



Meredith Corporation and 

Better Homes and Gardens 

Special Interest Media are proud 

to celebrate their tenth year 

of continued success with the 

American Lighting Association. 

We look forward to connecting 

our readers with the most trusted 

and fi nest professionals in the 

lighting industry through our 

exclusive Lighting™ magazine. 

To request your free copy 

of Lighting™ magazine, and 

receive more information about 

lighting your home, please visit 

AmericanLightingAssoc.com.

A
PROUD 

PARTNER
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ADVERTISEMENT

ORDER TODAY:
Call White Flower Farm

1-800-420-2852 
REFER TO CODE SIP05

ORDER ONLINE:

BHGGardenStore.com

every plant 100% guaranteed

EASY-TO-GROW BLUEBERRIES
Part of the family of BrazelBerries® compact berry bushes, 

Pink Icing™ provides a fascinating foliage show along with 

a harvest of  full-size Blueberries. New leaves emerge in 

striking shades of pink with blue and green  accents that 

continue right through summer. In fall, the foliage turns 

to shades of  lavender. The compact, round shape of this 

shrub makes it especially appropriate for growing in 

 containers and along the edges of sunny  borders in 

the landscape. 

Ships in a 1 gallon pot at the proper  planting time for 

your hardiness zone. Recommended for zones 5–10. 

Item MM068424, $31.95 each plus shipping.

RASPBERRY SHORTCAKE 

FROM YOUR PATIO
We are pleased to offer this dwarf 

Raspberry variety with full size 

 berries. The carefree, compact shape 

means no big garden spaces are 

 required.  BrazelBerries® Raspberry 

 Shortcake™ grows to a height of 3’ 

making it  perfect for  compact spaces 

or  container  gardening, requiring no 

 staking. Plants are self-pollinating, 

 sending out lots of new canes that 

produce more midseason fruit every 

year. Plus there are no thorns to get in 

your way! 

Ships in a 1 gallon pot at the proper 

planting time for your  hardiness zone. 

Recommended for zones 5–9. Item 
MM004721, $24.95 each plus shipping.

must have berries
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photo brian mcweeney

“A powder 
room is a

jewel box all
its own. It’s

where you can 
preview the 
story about
a house.”

Marci Barnes

interior designer






